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Preface

Saving Education & Ourselves

As the Sutherland Institute has attempted to sort through the myriad of helpful proposals to
successfully and effectively reform education in Utah, we believe society has nothing to lose

and everything to gain by playing the "family card." We hold the belief that a primary solution to
many of the problems we face in education is to encourage strong, diverse, and autonomous families.

We believe that it is natural, good, and healthy for families to respond to the world around them in
unique ways. There is diversity to family life, even lives that seem very similar on the outside, that
is healthy and that should be encouraged by society. Just as no two people are really alike, no two
families are alike either. This power of family diversity has impressed us at the Sutherland Institute
as we have pondered how we might become part of a lasting solution to the problems Utah faces
with its schools.

Saving Ourselves and Education attempts to offer a
course correction; a way out of this educational
and political quagmire that will empower parents,
bless the lives of children, and return public
schooling to its original stated purpose of
providing community assistance for those families
that need it.

We believe society has
nothing to lose and
everything to gain by playing
the "family card."

Saving Ourselves and Education has been developed with a deep respect for the predominant view
in Utah that "family is the fundamental unit of society" and that we should all be interested in the
true welfare and future of our children. We note that this view is somewhat of a dividing line: a
dividing line between pursuing lasting solutions versus maintaining old institutions.

We have attempted to base the ideas presented upon tried and true, successful, educational traditions
from which we have somehow strayed. Still, some of those ideas might be new or uncomfortable to
you, in which case, we would ask you to try to take a step back from the strong emotions
surrounding the current debate, and consider these ideas objectively and without prejudice.

Our intent is not to overpower the reader, or to monopolize solutions, but to promote the type of
honest dialogue and discussion that can improve the lives of children in Utah. In fact, readers will
soon notice that our recommendations are very broad; details are scarce. This lack of detail is
intentional. We do not have all of the answers. But many of you do. At the very least, we are
confident that answers can be found to build upon the solid foundations expressed in this report.

The Sutherland Institute is grateful to many friends and associates who have provided us with
constructive criticism and feedback about this report. While several of their recommendations were
worked into the body of this research, we feel that a few items should be addressed separately.

Clearly, this report challenges conventional wisdom across the political spectrum. Many
"conservatives" who have read our drafts have had the same reactions as "liberals." What seems to
be most challenging is the simple idea that our educational traditions might not be sound morally.
Questioning these long-standing traditions, especially in moral terms, seems to make some people
uneasy.

Page 6
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Perhaps more simply put, much of the negative feedback we have received regards what we are not
saying in this report and what some critics assume we are saying. We feel that with such an
important issue we want to have done our best for readers to make sure of what we are not saying as
much as what we are saying. We also want to help put readers at ease as to our motives.

First, we are not saying what has already and constantly been said in criticism of public education.
This report is not an indictment of public education as an academic institution. Our motivations for
this report do not include the typical complaints such as dismal academic scores or incompetent
teachers or the like. Neither is this report a legislative indictment of fiscal spending or priorities.
(Of course, all of these aspects come to play here and there as this report ultimately makes specific
recommendations, especially with transition policies to take us from where we are to where we think
we ought to be.)

Quite apart from all other criticisms of public
education as it exists currently, this report makes a
moral argument: educational authority the
authority to make educational decisions for
children rests primarily and supremely with
parents. This is our sole point and motivation.
Recommendations in this report are expressed
solely to reorder our education system to this
normative value.

This report makes a moral
argument: educational
authority rests primarily and
supremely with parents.

Second, we are not saying that public education is functionally inferior to any educational
alternatives. That is a point to be argued elsewhere by other people. This report does not concern
itself with the functional inferiority or superiority of educational systems per se. This report simply
makes a moral argument about how education ought to be addressed in public policy.

We recognize that nearly every other suggested reform external to this report does make that type of
judgement. Likewise, we recognize that a reader's familiarity with these types of attacks might
prejudice his view of this report. Whether the reform concerns "school choice" proposals like tuition
tax credits, or more internal reforms such as more money, school uniforms or standardized testing,
implicit is the point that public education will somehow function better.

So, to be perfectly clear, our claim does not rest on the functionality of our education system today.
Again, what motivates us is not declining test scores or growing school violence. We are not saying
that our moral argument is based on the functional breakdown of public education and, hence, our
solutions point to a superior way to educate children.

We do, at times, use words like "better" or "good" that imply judgment of the current system. But
that we describe a proposal as "better" does not mean that public education is "broken." The
alternative to "better" might be "less than optimal," but it does not mean necessarily "bad."
Likewise, when we talk of "solutions," we need not ascribe any sense of "evil" to a problem. All of
us have problems but that fact alone does not make any of us "evil."

Third, we are not saying that parents who choose to use the government program of public education
are "bad" parents. This sentiment is bound to surface naturally because we make a "moral" case for
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parental control of education. That is, readers who do not agree with our argument might think that
their disagreement with a moral case makes them immoral in our eyes. That is not the case at all.
We understand that there is a great diversity of thinking on the subject of education.

We realize that it certainly does not help to clarify this point as we utilize a welfare model to flesh
out our moral argument. Unfortunately, a welfare model is precisely the best way to understand our
argument. Even still, we recognize that some readers might have the tendency to project their own
negative views of traditional welfare onto our analysis of a welfare model of education. This would
be a mistake and an unfair prejudice toward the intent of this report.

To help readers better understand this comparison it might be helpful at this juncture to introduce a
very brief tangent: a previously released Sutherland Institute report on poverty.

Published in April 2002, our Neighbors in Need: A New Approach to Compassionate Poverty Relief
poverty study addressed how we ought to handle welfare and compassionate service as a public
policy issue. We made a moral argument for the creation of essential and complementary cultures of
charity and self-reliance (as opposed to a traditional reliance on government for poverty relief). We
attempted to explain the moral worth and necessity of voluntary charitable relief for the poor among
us and equally the moral worth and necessity of accepting a broad, as well as personal, culture of
self-reliance.

That poverty study is relevant to this education report. For all intents and purposes, we make the
same moral argument regarding public education (a head-to-toe government program) as we did
regarding poverty relief. We make a plea for parents to become self-reliant in education and then, in
support of a proper role of government in education, we explain how society can help those parents
who must be dependent on government to fill this need.

If you read our poverty study (located on our web site, www.sutherlandinstitute.org) you will see
that no where do we state, explicitly or implicitly, that people on traditional welfare are "bad." In
fact, the broad tone of that study displayed our collective compassion and understanding for the poor
among us.

Likewise, no where in this education report do we state, explicitly or implicitly, that parents who use
government schools are "bad" parents. We do not state it because we do not believe it. A central
premise of this report is that parents always should be given the benefit of the doubt all parents are
judged "fit" until proven unfit under the law. That is, all parents are "good" parents until they show
abuse or substantial neglect toward their children.

This report does not challenge people, it challenges
the normative values that should apply to
discussing education as a public policy issue.
Parents are at the heart of our lasting solutions to
education. That makes them far from "bad" in our
book.

Parents are at the heart of
our lasting solutions to
education.
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Lastly, readers might notice something conspicuously absent in this report, or any report on
education, frankly: we do not address the concept of measurements of educational achievement or
progress. There are reasons for this omission.

Children are educated for a purpose. Setting aside the discussion of just what that purpose is, an
objective implies that progress can be measured. As everyone knows, public education struggles
with this issue. Some measurements are too tough, some are too easy, some are inaccurate, and
some too accurate. Professional educators impose some measurements, while others are imposed by
elected officials.

We have not omitted a discussion or set of recommendations over how we measure educational
results because we do not have an interest here. Our omission is actually very practical and in line
with the philosophy of this report: parents are the primary educational authority and parents will
decide educational progress.

This idea might unsettle some readers who feel that the state has a duty to ensure an educated
citizenry or for some other readers who might wonder how higher education and businesses will
distinguish between qualified and unqualified applicants. We have no easy replies.

For instance, on the one hand, regarding the duties of the state, we simply do not see "ensuring an
educated citizenry" as one of them. We do see a duty for the state to provide educational
opportunities in a support role to parents, but we do not see its role as ensuring "smart kids" (indeed,
that is one of the system's fundamental problems currently). As for higher education and businesses,
they are both pretty smart institutions and will sort things out to their satisfaction. They do not need
anyone telling them how to do what is in their best interests.

This is not to sidestep the issue of potential "neglect." Some parents, quite few, in reality, will choose
not to control the education of their children. That alone could be construed as being an "unfit"
parent under the law. These families surface naturally in society. Typically, unfit parents have much
broader personal problems than not being willing to control the education of their children. They
might have drug or alcohol problems, for instance. The point is that these "unfit" parents eventually
surface, and this is where the legitimate role of government steps in to protect children from abuse or
substantial neglect.

The alternative to this wisdom (i.e., seeing all parents as fit until proven otherwise) is to begin with
the premise that all parents are unfit until proven fit. This change in public policy would be a
grievous error of judgment.

The broader point is that measuring educational progress should be left to parents who exercise
educational control over their children. The measurements will number as many parents and are
completely subjective and relevant to each family. Far from being a threat to democracy, this type of
family pluralism is exactly what will keep us free and progressive as a nation.

We hope these points address any concerns about our motives and objectives. The Sutherland
Institute looks forward to working with all people of good will to assist families in meeting the real
educational needs of their children.
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Our personal hope is on behalf of Utah's parents and their children who want something better
better families, better children, and better educational opportunities and experiences.

This report is dedicated to you.

Paul T. Mero
President, Sutherland Institute
March 2003
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Introduction
Traditionally, "school choice" reform arguments have centered on the inherent value of market
1 processes, especially the insertion of competition in a clearly monopolistic government school

system. Lately, many conservative and free market scholars have revisited the utility of market
arguments to address the problems of public education.

For example, in their paper "Choice Thinking," Richard Meinhard and Steve Buckstein of the
Cascade Policy Institute write that,

We will not make major strides toward school choice if we continue to believe that simply
teaching the public about the benefits of market education or tinkering with choice proposals
will be enough. A new market perspective can't be simply taught. It must develop, like any
living system develops, out of its more primitive pro-government form. Our challenge is to
understand this transformation.1

Similarly, but with a more focused twist, a relevant article in Education Next magazine argues that
competition alone cannot crack the iron yoke encumbering government schooling. Author Frederick
M. Hess, a professor at the University of Virginia, writes that, "Making education competitive
requires more than just high hopes; the very culture and rules of public schooling must be
overhauled."

He concludes his article,

It is not clear that we [school choice advocates] are serious about embracing a school system
characterized by vigorous competition. For instance, many advocates of charter schooling
trumpet the freedom and innovation promoted by choice, but they remain hostile to the ideas
of unbridled markets and for-profit operators. This is not an untenable position one can
believe in school choice but not an educational marketplace. However, small-scale
competition [e.g., tuition tax credits] is not going to unleash the market bulldozer. It is naive
to pretend that it will.

The essential point is that the effect of competition on public schools is inextricably
intertwined with the history and culture of American schooling. Allowing competition to bloom
and thrive necessitates shattering these constraints. Advocates of competition must accept
this reality.2

For three consecutive sessions of the Utah State legislature the issue of tuition tax credits has been
hotly debated. Each time the legislature has punted the issue. Two sessions ago a House committee
voted to approve tuition tax credits. During last year's session, when advocates spent a great deal of
time and money seeking its passage, tax credits never saw the light of day in either chamber. This
2003 session, when even more effort was put into passage, reluctance won the day.

Utah is a model laboratory for school choice reform. Its legislature mirrors its citizenry: largely
conservative and Republican. The state's overwhelmingly predominant religion (60 percent of the
population) holds to a firm belief in the essential merits of education and educational achievement.
Utah is perhaps the most educated state population in America, if we define "educated" as holding a
high school diploma. It is a place where you would expect education markets to flourish.
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And yet, as the Manhattan Institute recently
pointed out, Utah ranks second to last in the nation
in educational freedom.' Only Hawaii, a state with
no local school districts at all, ranks lower. As you
might expect of an educational gulag, Utah has one
of the highest numbers of per capita government

Saving Education & Ourselves

Utah ranks second to last in
the nation in educational
freedom.

school attendees in the country. We actually have
more home schooling families than families utilizing private schools. We have only eleven charter
schools; and they came into existence reluctantly. In a state where the entire fiscal budget is $7
billion, government schooling consumes $2.5 billion, or about 36 percent of the budget. And unlike
most other states, all income tax, both individual and corporate, goes directly to education.
Conservative, liberty-loving Utahns seemingly worship government schooling.

In a desperate effort to try to understand this anomaly it dawned on us, as it did Hess, that all
government schooling reforms, whether marketplace reforms or administrative ones from within, are
"inextricably intertwined with the history and culture of American schooling."

We noticed that public debate in Utah over the tuition tax credit issue fell into two competing camps.
The first camp is comprised of those who argue reform from a market perspective. The second
camp, government school defenders, is comprised of those who make their arguments in moral
terms. Never the twain shall meet. Strong market arguments have been met only with equally
passionate moral arguments.

News story after news story has revealed the divergence. One story in the Salt Lake Tribune, aimed
at highlighting how tuition tax credits would "ultimately leave districts with more money per
student," included a solitary opposing comment that "just because a police officer doesn't come to
my house doesn't mean I go back and demand a reimbursement from the city."4 For this critic of tax
credits, public education, like our police department, is a public good; a moral argument for most
people.

In a point-counterpoint commentary in the Deseret News, its resident Republican pleaded to "allow
the magic of free market forces to provide natural incentives and rewards for improvement and
natural penalties for poor performance." While its resident Democrat responded thusly,

[M]oney is not the most important thing at stake as we talk of shifting public funds toward
private education. Schisms are concerning in Utah. We have the rich getting richer and the
poor poorer. We have the split between Mormon and other religions. We have the West Side
versus the East Side. And now we want to add to those conflicts a new barrier: public versus
private schools? I think not. Religious and community leaders decided a long time ago that
Utah should not go the private school route.... [Government schools pay] off later in life and
reduce the dimensions of our community fractures.5

And, as a final example, in a calculated lobbying campaign against tax credits last year, the Utah
Education Association and the Utah School Boards Association released a short video titled "Public
Schools are the Right Choice for Utah." Nearly every argument made against tuition tax credits in
the video is a moral argument:

Page 12
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"Public education is the cornerstone of our democratic society."
"Public schools are where our diverse backgrounds come together to share the common
experiences which makes us Americans."
"Public education is the last great common denominator for this society."
"Public education is a service to the community ... just as fire and police protection."
"Our schools ... are community centers."
[Public education] is an educational birthright."'

These arguments and others like them have pushed
us to reflect on the exact morality, if any,
underlying public education. Our conclusion is
that government schooling does indeed have a
proper role in society, but it is a limited and
welfare role. Our fundamental and primary
education policy should be self-reliance in
education.

Our fundamental and primary
education policy should be
self-reliance in education.

There is a great historical legacy to support this conclusion. The centerpiece of "free," community,
or public education during America's first 150 years was parents who did not feel that they were
educationally competent or who were not financially able to produce their children's education.

Prior to statehood, Utah had a system of "common schools" established by the early pioneers. These
common schools were neither financed with taxes nor were children compelled to attend. Parents
who chose not to educate their children at home or in private collectives, but who could pay other
people to educate their children, covered their own costs of education. On the other hand, many
parents felt they were not competent to teach their children to the level of competency set by early
Utah church leaders (i.e., not just literacy, but knowledge of the world sufficient to preach the gospel
effectively throughout the world). Neither were many parents able to pay for that level of
competency, a level that most often required more experienced instructors. To help meet these
needs, neighbors, who were willing and able, assisted with the payment of other children's
educational expenses.

The established precedent throughout the first century of life in America, and throughout Utah prior
to statehood, was that truly self-reliant families and good citizens did all that they could do to meet
the educational needs of their children first. Neighborly, or public, assistance played a role only
after all attempts within the family were exhausted to meet those needs. This precedent actually
continues to be expressed in Utah laws,

It is the public policy of this state that parents retain the fundamental right and duty to
exercise primary control over the care, supervision, upbringing, and education of their
children.... (62A-4a-201) [Ital. Added]

Certainly, and at the very least, Utah state law bears out a legitimate welfare relationship between the
state and parents in need of education assistance,

The Legislature further acknowledges that the primary responsibility for the education of
children within the state resides with their parents or guardians and that the role of state and
local governments is to support and assist parents in fulfilling that responsibility. (53A-6-102)
[Ital. Added]

Page 13
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The inescapable question for parents and taxpayers is this: why do typically self-reliant people see
their relationship to government programs any differently when it comes to education? That we pay
taxes (lots of them) to send our children to public schools is little justification to do so. We also pay
taxes to support the needs of others on welfare, yet we do not feel the least bit compelled to join their
ranks.

What ideas and sentiments cause many reasonable Americans to forego logic and ignore this stark
anomaly in their lives? What idea or ideas allow them to feel passionately justified in keeping
themselves off of traditional welfare but equally passionate about placing themselves on educational
welfare?

Perhaps the answer, for many of these reasonable people, is that they simply do not see public
education as "public assistance"?

Our founding fathers trumpeted the necessity of education to remain a free people. But citing the
virtue of education is different than endorsing a coercive plan for state control of education
something even the real "education president," Thomas Jefferson, opposed.

From Horace Mann to John Dewey to the National Education Association and its state affiliates,
government schooling is a revered public good; perhaps the highest public good. It is necessary,
they say, because education is vital to a free society so vital to freedom, in fact, that we cannot
afford any freedom in education. If education is vital to lasting democracy, then certainly we are
justified in requiring it of everyone. And if required of all, then coerced upon all.

These arguments in favor of government schooling are just as effective in Des Moines as they are in
Salt Lake City. For any true educational reforms to take place, moral arguments favoring
educational coercion must face moral arguments in favor of educational freedom. Frankly, those of
us who support educational freedom must be able to effectively express why it is both moral and
reasonable to move school-age children from government schooling to non-government schooling
(i.e., to become self-reliant in education).

We should not be coy about our intentions.
All serious school choice reforms seek
educational freedom and this freedom has the
natural and moral effect of moving children
from government schools to private or home
schools.

Any serious discussion about
public education reform must
be a moral discussion
fundamentally.

Tuition tax credits are a perfect example.
The tax credit is used to create incentives for
parents to put their children in private schools or for businesses to contribute to private funds utilized
on behalf of low-income children to go to private schools. The objective effect of tax credits is not
designed to benefit government schools, even though some versions actually leave an equal
proportion of tax dollars in the system. To speak of how tuition tax credits benefit children and
simultaneously strengthen government schools is actually a bit disingenuous.

Public education is a moral issue. Most Utahns support public education, not because it is the most
efficient way to educate children or because it provides children with the best available learning. We

Page 14
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do not support public education as a matter of right pedagogy. We do it because we feel we have a
moral obligation to do it. We do it because of our great societal desire that every child become an
educated productive adult, no exceptions.

This is why any serious discussion about public education reform must be a moral discussion
fundamentally. There is no use talking about school choice proposals or any other kinds of market-
based reforms until we have first addressed the morality underlying public education. And it is this
discussion that will point us in the direction of quelling the many controversies surrounding public
education, and one that will also show us its true value and its proper, but limited, welfare role in a
free society.

Page 15
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The Welfare Analogy
n traditional welfare the unspoken but ironclad rule of society is that no person who is self-reliant
would ever consciously or willingly place himself on welfare. It would be appalling, for instance,

for a millionaire to place himself or his family on welfare. In fact, society would say that such a
circumstance would be highly immoral.

Violating this ironclad rule of personal and family self-reliance would present many problems for
society.

Hypothetically, consider the ramifications if this value was stood on its head. What if all Utahns
willingly and voluntarily went on government welfare, even and especially the most self-reliant and
affluent of families? What if this new way of living came about through overwhelming popular
consent?

Suppose, under this new arrangement, that citizens would continue to work, but every dollar earned
would be collected by the state, through income taxes, and then redistributed back to the citizenry
based upon some kind of government formula.

Assume as well that not to participate in this welfare scheme would be viewed as unpatriotic or
perhaps even anti-democratic. In other words, a strong spirit of democracy would demand that self-
reliant families join dependent families on government welfare.

Systemically, because the delivery of welfare in this hypothetical scenario would be provided by a
government program, state bureaucracy would be enormous, probably becoming the largest
employer in the state. And of course, implicit in this scenario, citizens would willingly turn over
their entire livelihoods to the state, under the assumption that government providers know better than
they do about what is best for each member of society. Perhaps only licensed or certified welfare
experts would be allowed to manage the system; there also might be a centralized, officially
sanctioned manner in which to conduct the welfare program. Government grocery stores and other
provisional entities would be in place to meet our needs.

Under this scenario, it is natural to assume that political unity and cooperation would become
increasingly difficult. While consensus might be achieved to establish this new system, there would
always exist detractors, as well as virulent supporters. Individuals and families desiring to be self-
reliant, for example, might not see the need or utility of being a part of such an egalitarian system.
Various business supporters of the system might think that they could run it better using management
and incentive tools of the free market. Or special interests that benefit financially from the system
might insist that they be more highly valued or financially compensated. All participants in this
system would be acutely aware that a government program such as this, in a democratic society,
would always be open to change at the whim of political machinations and would seek to change the
system to their favor.

There would, for instance, never be enough money to make all participants content; there would
always be some who would always want more resources to be allocated and others that would never
be satisfied with the product or outcomes. The only answer, seemingly, for a burdened system would
be repeatedly clear, singular, and simple: the system needs more money.
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In terms of human productivity it might be predicted that mediocrity would begin to settle in among
system participants. "Payee beneficiaries" (i.e., tax paying welfare recipients) would eventually
realize that no matter how much money was paid into the system, their return would remain
minimal. Likewise, government employees of the program would eventually realize that
performance was hardly an issue within this centralized, monopoly system.

Nevertheless, and notwithstanding the craziness of it all, society would put up with it. It would even
defend the faulty system with fervor and tenacity. Critics of the system would be branded
"malcontents" and "selfish" and "unpatriotic." The system would invoke the sacred name of
"democracy" and proudly presume all it does in the name of the "public good." And so nothing
would change.

In reality, who would endure such a nightmarish scenario? Certainly the vast majority of citizens
would be appalled at the very idea that we might be forced to live as this extreme scenario suggests.
It might even be a cause of revolution in the streets!

Could we imagine a more tortured way to
accomplish a welfare objective? Fortunately,
traditional welfare systems are only vaguely As a society we encourage each
similar to that scenario. As a society we other to become self-reliant.
encourage each other to become self-reliant.
Those families that can provide for
themselves, personally and financially, are
expected to do so. That is a benchmark of good citizenship. Those families that cannot provide for
themselves are constantly reminded and encouraged to do so in conjunction with a strong community
support system and various safety nets.

While this dreadful scenario does not accurately describe traditional government welfare systems, it
does accurately describe the public education system, or government schooling. Here are the
hallmarks of this welfare program:

Government schooling is a top to bottom government program
Self-reliant families willingly depend on it
It is coercive for everyone (any exceptions are all government approved)
It is the largest employer in the state
All state income tax, personal and corporate, goes to it
The spirit of democracy is invoked to defend it
Only licensed and certified teachers are allowed in it
It is a political football controlled by special interests
There is never enough money in it to make everyone content
Productivity is mediocre at best
Employee morale is low
Everyone thinks they can change it
And notwithstanding the craziness of it all, it is supported as it is.

Consider another scenario. What if government schooling were viewed as government welfare?
What if those families that can provide their child's education, personally or financially, were
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expected to do so? What if those families
that could not provide received community
learning assistance?

Under this scenario, self-reliant families in
education would no longer burden the
government school system. They would
either be schooling their children at home or

Saving Education & Ourselves

What if those families that can
provide their child's education,
personally or financially, were
expected to do so?

contracting privately for their children's
education. Numerically, nearly one fifth, or 20 percent, of our current school age population no
longer would burden the government system. Without this burden, government school class sizes
would be reduced and teachers would feel relieved to give more attention to the remaining students.

More children would be under the direct influence of their parents each day. It would be
subjectively assumed that more citizens might begin to more deeply appreciate the commonly held
assumption that "family is the fundamental unit of society." This new education ethic would be
geared to promote self-reliant families in education. Dependent families would work toward this
goal even as they receive helpful community learning assistance.

While we would still assume a collective importance with education, we would no longer live by the
constraint of "compulsory schooling" or "compulsory attendance" in government schools.

It might also be subjectively assumed that freedom, community, and democracy would grow stronger
because families would become more self-reliant and helpful to their neighbors in need as the
responsibility of education is transferred back to the source of its more personal origin.

Under this new scenario, what would become of government schools? Consider this possible
structure: Government schools would become neighborhood schools. Most children attending would
once again walk to school. Parents would control their children's school because there would be no
more centralized government education bureaucracies the highest school administrator would be
the principal of each individual school. He would be the CEO of that school and parents, comprising
an individual school board, would be his sole boss.

If local control were realized, teachers could come from anywhere and from any background to teach
in their field of specialty without the burden of "official" certification. Their only required
qualification would be their knowledge of the subject and their only performance measurement
would be success as defined by parents, principals, and children.

While the State Board and State Office of Education would exist they would exist in an auditing
capacity only. There would be no more "standardized" requirements or testing; each school would
set its own academic goals and objectives.

Money would be plentiful because self-reliant families would no longer burden the system, and yet
they would still pay into the system on behalf of dependent families just as they do for traditional
welfare.

Politics would no longer enslave the system. Once parents are freed from compulsory attendance
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laws, mammoth teachers' unions, and an overblown bureaucracy, political conflicts would disappear.
The only interests would be those of parents in and out of the system.

Financially, while the state would continue its mandate to provide a system of government
schooling, and while this system would continue to be supported through income taxes, the whole
tax structure would be altered to rightly complement this new scenario.

Self-reliant families and households without school age children would pay a low flat rate, 3 percent
of their income, to help pay for the community learning assistance received by dependent families.
All families with income less than $25,000.00 a year would pay 1 percent of their income in taxes.
Dependent families making between $25,000.00 and $75,000.00 a year would pay a flat rate of 7
percent. And families that make over $75,000.00 a year, would pay a flat rate of 9 percent. No
deductions, no exemptions, and no credits. The payment structure would be clean, simple, plentiful,
and equitable.

The state would dispense a proportion of revenues equally among schools and directly to the
schools. Tax dollars would no longer follow the child. A lesser portion of revenues would be
controlled by the state legislature for poor schools or otherwise disadvantaged schools. In this
manner, children from poorer families would receive additional subsidies where property tax bases
were low.

Utah now operates under the first anomalous
scenario. It is reality. Under this first
scenario, and as a matter of fact, the state is
the fundamental unit of current society. The
family has been displaced.

Utah can achieve this second scenario. But
it will take personal and political courage to

As a matter of fact, the state
is the fundamental unit of
current society. The family
has been displaced.

change. It will take a type of trust in parents and parental dedication heretofore unexhibited. It will
also take a new vision of education and schooling.

This report is designed to lead the way toward a brighter educational future and society. This new
vision is based on traditional, tried and true, ways. This report presents the legal, moral, and
political basis for change followed by a broad blueprint for change.

This report outlines the path to return to the original stated role and function of government schools
and recognizes the prevailing public sentiment that all children should be educated to become good
and productive citizens and to bless the lives of their families. This report does not pretend to
support government schooling in its current form, but neither does it attempt to argue for the
abolishment of government schools.

This report distinguishes between education and schooling where other advocates do not. Schooling
is defined simply as a tool of education that comes in many different forms, a government program
being one of those forms.
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Whereas most "in the box" school reform proposals fall into one of three categories rules,
resources, or markets our welfare model recommends systemic changes. Parents must ultimately
believe that they are fully qualified to make sound educational choices, and they must be willing to
retain and exercise their right and responsibility to control the education of their children. Once this
core confidence and desire exists, the problems of schooling can be easily solved.

This new vision requires a change in the way society thinks about schools and schooling. This report
provides parents with the legal and moral justification to regain control of their children's education.
It also provides policymakers with the tools to help parents make this transition. In doing so, jointly,
government schooling will be saved in its more traditional role and function and the future of Utah
will be bright for all.
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The Legal and Moral Basis of Public Education
Introduction

I tahns are an "education" people. They believe in it. They cherish it. They assume a moral
Id obligation to proselyte it openly in the best interests of progress and freedom. Clearly, they
desire to see every child educated and government schooling can help do this.

Utahns are also a "family" people. Most subscribe to the view that family is the fundamental unit of
society. The familial relationship between parents and children holds a special place in society and
continues to be constitutionally protected. Utahns have a natural inclination to protect and encourage
their families, and desire that their families be free, independent, and self-reliant. This is generally
viewed as the true strength of our state.

Given these views, the great moral question for education is this: should Utahns be dependent upon
their government schooling system to educate every child even when many parents can provide for
their children's own education? The prior right of parents to control the education of their children,
as we will show, produces a parallel prior obligation for society to encourage and allow parents to do
so without penalty or perverse incentives to shirk their obligation.

State paternalism claiming a superceding
right over the education of all school-age
children clearly denies, diminishes, and
mitigates this prior right of parental control.
Is the promotion of state paternalism moral
in a free society? Or is it moral for a free
society to promote and encourage self-reliant
families?

Is the promotion of state
paternalism moral in a free
society?

There will always be need of some form of assistance for families as long as parents of school-age
children cannot, or are not able circumstantially to, provide for the education of their children. This
was the original welfare role of government schools: to do for those who cannot do for themselves
after all private resources have been exhausted. This is the most solid historical, moral and legal
basis on which government schooling legitimately stands.

Setting the Historical Stage
Americans, indeed all of western civilization, have revered education. We give education a social
and moral importance rarely equaled, as a society and personally. Indeed, we have always held that
the future of our nation depends largely on good education today.

In his farewell address of 1796, George Washington commented on the benefits of education:

Promote then, as an object of primary importance, institutions for the general diffusion of
knowledge. In proportion as the structure of a government gives force to public opinion, it is
essential that public opinion should be enlightened.'
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Likewise, after his retirement in 1816, Thomas Jefferson said,

If a nation expects to be ignorant and free in a state of civilization it expects what never was
and never will be.... There is no safe deposit [for the functions of government], but with the
people themselves; nor can they be safe with them without information.8

And James Madison wrote,

A popular government without popular information or the means of acquiring it is but a
prologue to a farce or a tragedy or, perhaps, both. Knowledge will forever govern ignorance:
and a people who mean to be their own governors must arm themselves with the powers
which knowledge gives.9

Clearly, education is essential to progress and future civilization. If we do not learn the lessons of life
well, we perish from life's natural, and often harsh, consequences. And yet recognizing the
importance of education is not to determine how we are to be educated. Education is not schooling.
Washington spoke of "institutions for the general diffusion of knowledge." But these institutions
could easily have meant the press, churches, and families as much as he may have meant schools and
universities.

Nor does the importance of education
automatically translate into the coercive state
action we experience today. For over a
hundred years, education in America rested
on the shoulders of parents, and voluntarily
so. State compulsory schooling is a more
recent phenomenon in western history. In

For over a hundred years,
education in America rested on
the shoulders of parents.

fact, our eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
were witness to an ongoing debate over educational freedom versus compulsion. Serious
distinctions were drawn at that time between compulsory education, compulsory schooling, and
compulsory attendance. The former is where we began the public debate 200 years ago and the
latter is where we have now settled.

It is both interesting and relevant to note that the history of education in Utah is no exception to this
metamorphosis.

Our Utah state law "acknowledges that education is perhaps the most important function of state and
local governments, recognizing that the future success of our state and nation depend in large part
upon the existence of a responsible and educated citizenry." (53A-6-102)

This language was borrowed from decades of federal and state court decisions in support of
education in general and government schooling specifically. In the 1954 landmark legal decision,
Brown v. Board of Education (347 U.S. 483), the United States Supreme Court, in ruling against racial
segregation, detailed the state's general interests in government schooling,

We must consider public education in the light of its full development and its present place in
American life throughout the Nation.... Today, education is perhaps the most important
function of the state and local governments.... It is the very foundation of good citizenship.
Today it is a principle instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing him for
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later professional training, and in helping him to adjust normally to his environment. In these
days, it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denied
the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where the state had undertaken to
provide it, is a right, which must be made available to all on equal terms.

At the Heart of Our Education Problems
Understanding the real problems detracting from the success of government schooling is relatively
simple. First, the underlying morality and the inherent conflict must be understood between the
desire of parents to provide the best possible education for their own children versus society's
collective desire for the education of all children. Second, the protracted balancing act within law of
those conflicting interests must be understood and eventually appreciated. And third, as it pertains to
lasting solutions, it must be understood that both parties are best served when families are
encouraged to be self-reliant and when government is encouraged in its proper role.

The first keys to understanding how to solve the problems of education today are these common and
persistent legal, historical, and moral themes:

1) There does exist a fundamental constitutional prior right of parents to control
the education of their children.

2) There does not exist a fundamental constitutional right to education.

A productive search for solutions to our educational woes can only begin when these realities are
firmly engrained in our collective understanding. We will begin the search for understanding here.

The United States Constitution and Parental Rights
In America, parental rights have always
superceded any claimed interests of the state
in all but seriously exigent circumstances
and sharply defined aspects of the "general
welfare." This persistently acknowledged
legal and moral right was indelibly set in the
canons of American jurisprudence with the
passage of the Fourteenth Amendment in

Parental rights have always
superceded any claimed
interests of the state in all but
seriously exigent
circumstances.

1868. The United States Supreme Court's
affirmation of the fundamental rights of parents to control the education of their children is
unequivocal. It is interesting to note, and no small coincidence, that the Fourteenth Amendment
doctrine of parental rights received its twentieth century expressions through the Court because of
education issues.

In Meyer v. Nebraska (262 U.S. 390, 1923), a case regarding a state law disallowing instruction in
foreign languages, the Court held that,

Corresponding to the right of control, it is the natural duty of the parent to give his children
education suitable to their station in life.... That the state may do much more, go very far,
indeed, in order to improve the quality of its citizens, physically, mentally and morally, is clear;
but the individual has certain fundamental rights that must be respected.
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Two years later the same Court added to the insights from Meyer in Pierce v. Society of the Sisters of
the Holy Name of Jesus (268 U.S. 510, 1925),

The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all governments in this Union repose excludes
any general power of the state to standardize its children by forcing them to accept instruction
from public teachers only. The child is not the mere creature of the state; those who nurture
him and direct his destiny have the right, coupled with the duty, to recognize and prepare him
for additional obligations.

Punctuating these decisions was another, Prince v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts (321 U.S. 158,
1944), oddly enough a case that actually ruled in favor of state intervention, wherein the Court held,

It is cardinal with us that the custody, care and nurture of the child reside first in the parents,
whose primary function and freedom include preparation for obligations the state can neither
supply nor hinder.... And it is in recognition of this that these decisions have respected the
private realm of family life which the state cannot enter.

Much later, in Wisconsin v. Yoder (406 U.S. 205, 1972), the Court sided with an Old Order Amish
community whose members had been convicted of violating Wisconsin's compulsory public school
attendance law. In support of parental rights the Court found,

The history and culture of Western civilization reflect a strong tradition of parental concern for
the nurture and upbringing of their children. This primary role of the parents in the upbringing
of their children is now established beyond debate as an enduring American tradition.

But perhaps the most definitive statement in support for parental rights from the Court is also a more
recent statement. (Troxel et vir.v. Granville No. 99-138, 2000) Writing for the majority, which includes
Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices Ginsburg and Breyer, with Justices Souter and Thomas
concurring, Justice Sandra Day O'Conner explained the constitutional basis of parental rights,

The liberty interest at issue in this case the interest of parents in the care, custody, and
control of their children is perhaps the oldest of the fundamental liberty interests recognized
by this Court. More than 75 years ago, in Meyer v. Nebraska we held that the "liberty"
protected by the Due Process Clause includes the right of parents to "establish a home and
bring up children" and "to control the education of their own." Two years later, in Pierce v.
Society of Sisters we again held that the "liberty of parents and guardians" includes the right
"to direct the upbringing and education of children under their control...." We returned to the
subject in Prince v. Massachusetts and again confirmed that there is a dimension to the right
of parents to direct the upbringing of their children....

After reciting a dozen other examples in support of parental rights she concludes,

In light of this extensive precedent, it cannot now be doubted that the Due Process Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment protects the fundamental right of parents to make decisions
concerning the care, custody, and control of their children.

Parens patriae
So what is the role of the state in assisting in the welfare of children? Obviously, no right is absolute
and all such rights are weighed against competing interests. A counter-weight in the courts to the
fundamental rights of parents is a legal doctrine known as parens patriae. Parens patriae, literally
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"parents of his country," reserves the right
of the state to act in the name or "best
interests" of society. This legal doctrine is
the basis for state intervention on behalf of
abused children, mentally ill persons, a raft
of economic and environmental issues, and
most relevant here, in support of
government schooling.
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No right is absolute and all
such rights are weighed against
competing interests.

Utah State Code is clear that, "It is the public policy of this state that parents retain the fundamental
right and duty to exercise primary control over the care, supervision, upbringing, and education of
their children who are in their custody." It is also clear that, "[It is] the public policy of this state that
children have the right to protection from abuse and neglect... Therefore... the state, as parens
patriae, has an interest in and responsibility to protect children whose parents abuse them or do not
adequately provide for their welfare." (Utah State Code 62A-4a-201)

Ideally these two stewardships are compatible: parents have a fundamental right over their children
until they abuse, neglect, or do not adequately provide for their welfare. Conflict between these two
stewardships occurs in the legislative statutory and executive rulemaking processes of the state
wherein the terms "abuse," "neglect," and "adequately provide" are defined. Loose definitions or
definitions too broadly applied create conflict with the fundamental rights of parents.

The United States Supreme Court has also spoken on these types of conflicts. In the Troxel case
cited above, where grandparents sued the mother of their grandchildren for certain visitation rights,
the Court held in favor of the mother. The ruling was partially granted on grounds that a parent is
determined to be competent unless compelling proof shows otherwise.

The law's concept of the family rests on a presumption that parents possess what a child
lacks in maturity, experience, and capacity for judgement required for making life's difficult
decisions. More important, historically it has recognized that natural bonds of affection lead
parents to act in the best interests of their children.

Accordingly, so long as a parent adequately cares for his or her children (i.e., is fit), there will
normally be no reason for the State to inject itself into the private realm of the family to
further question the ability of that parent to make the best decisions concerning the rearing of
that parent's child.

The Utah State Constitution and Parental Rights
On June 9, 1982, the Utah State Supreme Court issued a decision that has become the modern basis
of all legal and moral understanding regarding parental rights in Utah. The facts of the case were
scanty because no evidentiary hearing was held, but the case generally involved the state's Division
of Family Services (DFS) seeking to permanently terminate the parental rights of a mother over her
four year old son, "J.P."

Then-Justice Dallin H. Oaks wrote the majority opinion for In re J.P. (Utah, 648 P.2d 1364) Actually at
issue was new legislation, passed in 1980 and amended in 1981, granting broader authority for DFS
(now the Department for Child and Family Services, or DCFS) to permanently terminate the rights
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of parents over their children. Repealed by the new legislation was the old statutory language
allowing termination of rights on a finding that a parent was "unfit or incompetent by reason of
conduct or condition seriously detrimental to the child." The new statutory language read that "such
termination will be in the child's best interests." The standard for termination shifted, or was
lowered, from "seriously detrimental" to simply "the child's best interests." This change in standard
was the sole question to be decided by the Court.

In finding the new statutory language and
lower standard unconstitutional, Justice This parental right transcends all
Oaks explained the legal and moral basis of property and economic rights.parental rights for all Utahns. This case
involving DCFS is particularly relevant to
our text at hand regarding education and
parental rights. The substantive issues are identical. Hence, this case provides the intellectual
framework for clearly understanding the balance between parental rights and the state's interest
parens patriae. Several points in the case deserve highlighting. We go straight to the majority
opinion:

First, parental rights are natural and inherent.

The rights inherent in family relationships husband-wife, parent-child, and sibling are the
most obvious examples of rights retained by the people. They are "natural," "intrinsic," or
"prior" in the sense that our Constitutions presuppose them, as they presuppose the right to
own and dispose of property....

The integrity of the family and the parents' inherent right and authority to rear their own
children have been recognized as fundamental axioms of Anglo-American culture,
presupposed by all our social, political, and legal institutions. "To protect the [individual] in
his constitutionally guaranteed right to form and preserve the family is one of the basic
principles for which organized government is established...." "The family is the basis of our
society...." "The family entity is the core element upon which modern civilization is
founded...."

This parental right transcends all property and economic rights. It is rooted not in state or
federal statutory or constitutional law, to which it is logically and chronologically prior, but in
nature and human instinct.

Second, Utah law recognizes the fundamental rights of parents over their children.

We conclude that the right of a parent not to be deprived of parental rights without a showing
of unfitness, abandonment, or substantial neglect is so fundamental to our society and so
basic to our constitutional order that it ranks among those rights referred to in Article I,
Section 25 of the Utah Constitution and the Ninth Amendment of the United States
Constitution as being retained by the people....

We conclude that the Utah Constitution recognizes and protects the inherent and retained
right of a parent to maintain parental ties to his or her child under Article I, Section 7 and
Section 25, and that the United States Constitution recognizes and protects the same right
under the Ninth and Fourteenth Amendments.
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Third, state interests do not automatically supercede parental rights.

We do not suggest that the Constitution relegates a child to the status of a mere chattel, to
be treated or mistreated by his or her parents according to their pleasure. Consistent with all
of the principles discussed above, a parent shown by clear and convincing evidence to be
unfit, abandoning, or substantially neglectful can be permanently deprived of all parental
rights....

We perceive no incompatibility between the parental rights defined in the present case and
the principle that the child's welfare is the "paramount consideration." That principle does
not imply that the child's welfare is the sole consideration, to the exclusion of parental rights,
nor that a parent's interest is entitled only to the weight it may incidentally receive under the
presumption that parental ties are beneficial to the child's welfare. The principle that "the
welfare of the child is the paramount consideration" means that parental rights, though
inherent and retained, are not absolute; that the state, as parens patriae, has the authority
and obligation to assume a parental role after the natural parent has been shown to be unfit
or dysfunctional; and that parental prerogatives cannot, at that extreme point, frustrate the
state in discharging its duties.

And, fourth, family autonomy is a prime bulwark against tyranny.

Family autonomy helps to assure the
diversity characteristic of a free society.
There is no surer way to preserve
pluralism than to allow parents
maximum latitude in rearing their own
children. Much of the rich variety in
American culture has been transmitted
from generation to generation by

Family autonomy helps to
assure the diversity
characteristic of a free society.

determined parents who were acting
against the best interest of their children, as defined by official dogma. Conversely, there is
no surer way to threaten pluralism than to terminate the rights of parents who contradict
officially approved values imposed by reformers empowered to determine what is in the "best
interest" of someone else's child.

The United States Constitution and Public Education
While both "family" and "public education" are no where to be found in the literal text of our United
States Constitution, the Court has found through the legal methodology of "substantive due process"
the existence of a very fundamental right of parents to control the education of their children. The
same fundamental right has not been found regarding government schooling.

The Court has always been quick to point out the high status and regard for education in America,
but no where has it found education, public or not, to be a fundamental right in the Constitution.

Justice Lewis Powell, a self-identified liberal on the Court, wrote in San Antonio School District v.
Rodriguez (411 U.S. 1, 1973),

This theme, expressing an abiding respect for the vital role of education in a free society, may
be found in numerous opinions of Justices of this Court writing both before and after Brown
was decided.... [T]he key to discovering whether education is "fundamental" is not to be
found in comparisons of the relative societal significance of education as opposed to
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subsistence or housing.... Rather, the answer lies in assessing whether there is a right to
education explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by the Constitution.

Education, of course, is not among the rights afforded explicit protection under our Federal
Constitution. Nor do we find any basis for saying it is implicitly so protected.... We have
carefully considered each of the arguments supportive of the District Court's finding that
education is a fundamental right or liberty and have found those arguments unpersuasive.

In a subsequent ruling, another self-identified liberal justice, William Brennan, concisely
summarized the Court's opinion,

Public education is not a "right" granted individuals by the Constitution. (Plyler v. Doe (457

U.S. 202, 1982))

Again, this is not to say that education is not important or not even our highest social priority. This
simply means that education is not a fundamental constitutional right. Reflect back on the language
cited from Brown v. Board of Education at the beginning of this section.

In these days, it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he
is denied the opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where the state had
undertaken to provide it, is a right, which must be made available to all on equal terms.

The "right" invoked by the Court is the right to the opportunity of an education; and even then, only
"where the state had undertaken to provide it," and only then "made available." To be crystal clear
on this point: the "right" pertains to the availability of government schooling, but speaks nothing to
the general right to an education or where education is provided privately.

It is interesting to note, parenthetically, that
"a right to education" is a very elusive
concept even for proponents of such a right.
Education historian and author Joel Spring,
in the preface of his book, The Universal
Right to Education, ultimately arguing that
such a right exists, begins with this stark
admission,

"A right to education" is a very
elusive concept even for
proponents of such a right.

My original intention was simply to explore human rights education, which I thought had lost
touch with its primary mission. However, I discovered that no universal justification for "the
right to education" was provided when this idea was proclaimed in 1948 in Article 26 of the
[United Nation's] Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Indeed, no one had even bothered
to define the meaning of education in "the right to education" except to say that everyone was
entitled to elementary schooling....

Without a universal justification for the "right to education" and a universal definition of
"education" as provided for in this right, the right is very difficult to protect and implement.1°

"To Promote the General Welfare"

The state interest in education is sometimes invoked within the context of the "general welfare"
clauses contained in the Preamble and Article I, Section 8, of our United States Constitution. The
Preamble reads,
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We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice,
insure domestic Tranquillity, provide for the common defense, promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish
this Constitution for the United States of America.

A quick reference to understanding the role of the Preamble in law one consistently accepted by all
Courts is provided by former Justice Joseph Story in his Commentaries on the Constitution of the
United States. Justice Story, who was appointed to the Court by President James Madison, wrote in
1833 of the Preamble that,

Its true office is to expound the nature and extent and application of the powers actually
conferred by the Constitution, and not substantively to create them. For example, the
preamble declares one object to be, "to provide for the common defense." No one can doubt
that this does not enlarge the powers of Congress to pass any measures which they deem
useful for the common defense.

As we have offered, education, let alone government schooling, is not mentioned in the Constitution.
The "general welfare" clause does not substantively create its appearance in the document nor does
the clause "enlarge the powers" of Congress or anything else to create such a substantive claim. Still,
the federal government uses similar language found in Article I, Section 8, of the Constitution ("The
Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to pay the debts and
provide for the common defense and general welfare of the United States....") to fund education
with federal taxes in the name of "general welfare." In funding government schools, Congress
explicitly holds that government schooling meets the standard of the "general welfare."

The Utah State Constitution and Public Education

Historically, government schooling is the
legal domain of state and local government.
Utah is no exception to this legacy. One
dominant criterion for achieving statehood
was the territorial government's
acquiescence to establish government
schools in the state, open to all children and
free of sectarian control.

One dominant criterion for
achieving statehood was the
territorial government's
acquiescence to establish
government schools.

The transition from private common schools to government common schools in Utah occurred
during statehood. The literature of early American history is replete with narratives about how
similar transitions occurred across the nation, especially the historic struggle between religious and
secular education. Early attempts at compulsory public education throughout New England were
made in the name of religion to impose a homogenous religious community on society. As we might
expect, interdenominational conflicts soon erupted and a secular solution was arrived at, beginning
in the 1850s, after decades of social unrest.

The experience of statehood for Utah was a microcosm of what the rest of the nation had felt and, by
1896, the solution was best expressed in our state constitution that government schooling was to "be
free from sectarian control." The single most effective way found to prevent sectarian control and to
impose a completely secular approach was through state financing mechanisms. Article X, Section 9
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of our state constitution states that, "Neither the state of Utah nor its political subdivisions may make
any appropriation for the direct support of any school or educational institution controlled by any
religious organization." From the moment of statehood, government schooling in Utah became a
secular, government-run program.

The Utah State Constitution sets the terms,
conditions, and boundaries of government
schooling. It directs the state legislature to
"provide for the establishment and
maintenance" of government schools,
including public colleges and universities.
It directs that government schooling "shall
be free" except for possible fees in

The Utah State Constitution
sets the terms, conditions, and
boundaries of government
schooling.

secondary schools. The system's "general
control and supervision" is vested in a State Board of Education by the state legislature that, in turn,
governs a state office of education.

Often recognized, and most often blamed for problems in the system, is the political nature of this
structure. It is a top-down government run program. However, what is often overlooked is that its
precise defect is also its greatest strength: the "voice of the people" to instruct the state legislature.
And therein lies the wisdom required to govern this "continual struggle" described by some as "the
desire of members of society to have educational opportunity for all children [versus] the desire of
each family to provide the best education it can afford for its own children." (San A_ ntonio School
District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1 (1973))

State law, under 53A-6-102, carefully delineates this delicate balance between the desire to provide
anyone with the opportunity to gain an education and the prior rights of parents to control the
education of their children,

The Legislature acknowledges that education is perhaps the most important function of state
and local governments, recognizing that the future success of our state and nation depend in
large part upon the existence of a responsible and educated citizenry.

The Legislature further acknowledges that the primary responsibility for the education of
children within the state resides with their parents or guardians and that the role of state and
local governments is to support and assist parents in fulfilling that responsibility.

State Constitutional versus
Statutory Jurisdictions
Admission to the Union of the United States
of America required the territorial
government to establish a system of
government schooling. Article X, Section 1
of the state constitution directs the state
legislature to establish this system and
specifically instructs that the system "be free

The state constitution does not
address or concern private
education including home
education.

from sectarian control."
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The state jurisdiction over education is, according to the state constitution, limited to government
schooling. The state constitution does not address or concern private education including home
education. That is, any claimed state jurisdiction over private or home education is a statutory claim
and not a constitutional claim. Another way to understand this point is to recognize that, as a
condition for granting statehood, the federal government insisted on the establishment of
government schools in Utah to take civil power out of the hands of the predominant Latter-day Saint
population. The federal government made no such claim upon the Latter-day Saint's attempt to
provide their own schooling privately. The constitutional mandate to provide a system of
government schooling did not extend to private or familial realms.

Just as the distinction between education and schooling offers a more accurate understanding of
education public policy, so too does this distinction between statutory jurisdiction and constitutional
jurisdiction. Again, the state constitution directs the legislature regarding public education only.
Any laws or regulations imposed on private or home education exist at the whim and preference of
citizens as voiced through their elected officials. While many statutes are the direct result of a
constitutional imperative (i.e., the existence of a government school system), many more statutes
lack the same constitutional imperative (i.e., all state laws and regulations regarding private or home
education).

A lack of constitutional imperative does not necessarily discount the value or effect of statutory law.
Oddly enough, the lack of a constitutional imperative for private and home education may lead some
overzealous proponents of government schooling to believe that government schools are more
valuable than private or home education. Actually, in positive law and absent any claims of
substantive due process to the contrary, the absence of specific constitutional language means that
there is no specific constitutional jurisdiction. In other words, a constitutional directive providing
for government schools and not private or home education only means that private and home
education is a right reserved to, and a dominion of, the people.

Hence, the constitutional instruction that the government school system is to "be free from sectarian
control" means explicitly that it is a government program and shall not be controlled by a religion,
and implicitly that private and home education are rights reserved to the people.

The Role of Government in "Free" Public Education
Special interest advocates of the totality and
primacy of government schooling as "true"
education often invoke an overriding state Government schooling is not
interest to make their case. The state "free" in any sense of the word.
constitution is reasonably clear that while
the state of Utah expresses a fundamental
interest in providing a system of government
schools, that interest is confined to a limited jurisdiction. Also, no one system of schooling (i.e.,
government, private, or home) is superior under the law to another system.

More important than what the state constitution does not say is what it does say. Article X, Section 2
reads in part, "Public elementary and secondary schools shall be free, except the Legislature may
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Obviously, government schooling is not "free" in any sense of the word. In fiscal year 2002,
government schools were appropriated $2.329 billion in operations funding, the state's largest
funding category. Utah's entire income tax structure, individual and corporate, is applied to
education and it is the second largest recipient of federal dollars in the state.

U.S. Supreme Court Justice William Brennan once opined that government schooling is not "merely
some governmental 'benefit' indistinguishable from other forms of social welfare legislation. Both
the importance of education in maintaining our basic institutions, and the lasting impact of its
deprivation on the life of a child, mark the distinction." (Plyler v. Doe 457 U.S. 202, 1982)

Indeed, government schooling is a highly regarded form of government program. For some reason it
seems to be regarded even more highly in providing for the life of a child, using Justice Brennan's
anxious words, than feeding, clothing, or housing a child. The word "free" then, used in its proper
context here, simply describes the high regard of this government run program. Few other
government programs merit this same sentimental description (parks?); we seem to "pay through the
teeth" for all other government programs that do not merit such sentimental value. Again, even in
traditional welfare, society is reluctant to describe providing for basic human needs, such as feeding
poor children, as "free" in its cost.

The truth is that no government program is "free." In this case, "free" really means that schooling
must be free to assist and subsidize parents who call upon its assistance for whatever reason. In
other words, this high regard means that all parents, not just those parents lacking personal or
financial means to educate their own children, have society's approval to lay claim on the state to
provide their children's education. This is "free" education.

It is a curious piece of statecraft for advocates of government schooling to suggest, on the one hand,
that education must be free for all people and then, on the other hand, lobby vehemently the state
legislature for more money arguing that "all of this does not come free."

There are at least two ways to interpret this general understanding of free schooling. First, and more
typically throughout society, is the invented idea that because a government program is highly
regarded we can somehow justify the belief that a two billion dollar program is "free." Or second,
we could realistically see this same highly regarded government program as the broad welfare
program it is for all that hold it in high regard.

Interestingly, state law bears out this second, or welfare, understanding between the state and parents
in need of educational assistance,

The Legislature further acknowledges that the primary responsibility for the education of
children within the state resides with their parents or guardians and that the role of state and
local governments is to support and assist parents in fulfilling that responsibility. (Utah State
Code 53A-6-102)
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The Welfare Role of Public Education

As government schooling has developed
throughout America and in Utah during the
transition period from territorial governance
to statehood, a public welfare role has been
at the heart of its system. The centerpiece of
"free" education during those early years
were parents who were in fact not, or who
did not feel that they were, educationally
competent or who were not financially able
to produce their children's education.

As government schooling has
developed, a public welfare role
has been at the heart of its
system.

Prior to statehood, Utah had a system of private common schools established by the early pioneers.
These common schools were neither financed with taxes nor were children compelled to attend.
Parents who chose not to educate their children at home or in private collectives, but who could pay
other people to educate their children, covered their own costs of schooling. On the other hand,
many parents felt they were not competent to teach their children at the level of competency set by
early church leaders (i.e., not just literacy, but knowledge of the world sufficient to preach their
gospel effectively throughout the world). Neither were many parents able to pay for that level of
competency, a level that most often required more experienced instructors. To help meet these needs,
neighbors assisted with the payment of their children's educational expenses.

The established precedent throughout the first century of life in America, and throughout Utah prior
to statehood, was that truly self-reliant families and good citizens did all that they could do to meet
the educational needs of their children first. Neighborly, charitable or public assistance played a role
only after all attempts within the family were exhausted to meet those needs. This precedent
continues to be expressed in our laws,

It is the public policy of this state that parents retain the fundamental right and duty to
exercise primary control over the care, supervision, upbringing, and education of their
children.... (Utah State Code 62A-4a-201)

Government schooling is indeed, as
currently structured, a form of general
welfare. How it went from a very special
government run program for parents needing
help to a comprehensive entitlement
program for nearly all parents in the state is
another aspect of our educational history
that deserves greater attention for future
discussion.

Government schooling is
indeed, as currently structured,
a form of general welfare.

Summary of the Legal and Moral Basis of Public Education

The prior right of parents to control the education of their children produces a parallel prior
obligation for society to encourage and allow parents to do so without penalty or perverse incentives
to shirk their obligation.
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State paternalism claiming a superceding right over the education of all school-age children clearly
denies, diminishes, and mitigates this prior right of parental control. Is the promotion of state
paternalism moral in a free society? Or is it moral for a free society to promote and encourage self-
reliant families?

There will always be need of some form of assistance for families as long as parents of school-age
children cannot, or are not able circumstantially to, provide for the education of their children. This
was the original welfare role of government schools: to do for those who cannot do for themselves
after all private resources have been exhausted. This is the most solid historical, moral and legal
basis on which government schooling legitimately stands.

Earlier in this section we cited the oft used quote by the real education president, Thomas Jefferson,
"If a nation expects to be ignorant and free in a state of civilization it expects what never was and
never will be." Jefferson just might as easily said, "If a nation expects to be dependent on
government to provide all children education and free in a state of civilization it expects what never
was and never will be."
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The Political Basis of Public Education
Why does our current government school system exist today? What forces have made
government schools what they are? The answers to these questions are important as we

consider possible solutions to current school problems.

In doing so, it should not be surprising that
we view our current circumstances largely in
political terms. After all, government
schooling is a government program subject
to all the outside influences and
machinations that attach to any political
issue.

Government schooling is a
government program subject to
all the outside influences and
machinations that attach to
any political issue.

It is a truism that "no single set of reasons or
social forces" brought government schools into existence. But clearly all school problems in
America today can be traced back to very specific political and educational philosophies enforced on
society through the power of the state.

The success of the common school movement [i.e., government schools] represents the
victory of one political philosophy over another. Most individuals who supported and worked
for a common school system believed that government should play an active role in ensuring
the success of the economic and social system and that this was best achieved by
centralizing and standardizing governmental processes. Many who opposed the development
of the common school system believed that the government that governed best governed
least.... They opposed the centralizing tendencies of government and hoped to maximize
popular control of the political process by maintaining local control.li

It is not the intent of this report to delve into the complex world of political or educational
philosophy. But in establishing the political basis of government schooling in America and Utah
an understanding necessary to unravel the current quagmire and to eventually straighten it out a

most profound influence must be acknowledged:

The prime controversy surrounding government schooling that is, the
central issue giving rise to all other government school controversies is
the coercive nature of its system.

Historically, there have been many arguments and visions in support of a vast government school
system. None of these arguments or visions would hold any significance for us broadly were it not
for the fact that they have been enforced upon us through coercive political power.

Typically, these political and educational philosophies are utopian in nature. Nearly every one has
been developed to bring about "the good society." This ideal is not harmful or divisive in and of
itself. Indeed, Utah's early pioneers held to this ideal. Only when the coercive power of the state is
used to enforce one person's preferential ideal on everyone does it have potential to become harmful
or contentious.

Consider for a moment the most dominant arguments and visions expressed historically for the
creation of coercive government schooling.
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In pre-Colonial times among the Puritans
Maintain the authority of government and religion
Maintain social distinctions
Improve material prosperity

Saving Education & Ourselves

After the Revolution
Build nationalism
Shape the "good citizen"
Reform society

In the early Nineteenth Century
Impose particular moral and political values
Use institutions to perfect man
Properly socialize children from poor families

In the 1830s and 1840s (the beginning of the common school movement)
Decrease political and social conflict
Solve social problems
Control local schools through a centralized power
Shape, form, and direct human nature through government institutions

The Horace Mann era, the 1850s (long held as the godfather of government schooling)
A means of social salvation
Create a common set of moral and political beliefs to achieve political consensus
Eliminate class consciousness
Eliminate economic disparities

The influence of unions or the "workingmen's parties"
Protect workers from the exploitation of the rich
Gain political and economic power
Eliminate distinctions between rich and poor

Religious bigotry (late nineteenth century)
Keep the Catholic Church from political power
Keep Latter-day Saints from political power in Utah

Early Twentieth Century themes
Prevent and reduce poverty
Increase workforce productivity
Eliminate wrongheaded economic thinking
Reduce tensions among social classes
Destigmatize poor classes
Prepare citizens for the right to vote

The "New Factory" model of the post-Depression era
Train and discipline the masses to serve the needs of industrial and urban America
Socialize students to the requirements of the new factory system
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All of these arguments for, and visions of, government schooling through our American
experience boil down to four interconnected philosophies:

1. Political government schools should play an active role in ensuring economic
and social success.

2 Cultural government schools should broadly promote a specific culture and set
of values.

a Economic government schools should be used to prepare workers for jobs
within a centralized and controlled economy.

4. Social government schools should be used to achieve social control
and social stability of the masses.

These four interconnected philosophies are at the heart of the controversy over our government
school system today. First, they express the social desire to create the "good society." And second,
they express the ugly reality that the "good society" can be brought about only by coercion and a
certain enlightened and benighted class of citizen (i.e., someone else knows what is best for us).

This is the broad problem.

The objections, of course, are complementary to the problem. Not everyone agrees on the concept of
the "good society." Nor does everyone agree that the coercive power of the state should be the
vehicle to achieve it even if we did all agree.

In Utah, there exists another basic objection. Utahns largely agree that family is the fundamental unit
of society, and it is families and their voluntary organizations (e.g., church), all willfully and freely
exercising their moral agency, that create the "good society." In conjunction with this widely
accepted belief, Utahns also see parents as the essential class of people, the "enlightened ones," to
bring about the "good society."

Herein lies the ultimate conflict.

Former Utah Supreme Court Justice Dallin H. Oaks' words are worth repeating,

Family autonomy helps to assure the diversity characteristic of a free society. There is no
surer way to preserve pluralism than to allow parents maximum latitude in rearing their own
children. Much of the rich variety in American culture has been transmitted from generation to
generation by determined parents who were acting against the best interest of their children,
as defined by official dogma. Conversely, there is no surer way to threaten pluralism than to
terminate the rights of parents who contradict officially approved values imposed by reformers
empowered to determine what is in the 'best interest' of someone else's child. (In Re: J.P.,
1982)

In other words, either the family is the fundamental unit of society or the fundamental unit is
something else. Staunch defenders of the primacy of government schools implicitly support the
view that the state is the fundamental unit of society; that is, citizens exist for the smooth operations
of the state. Justice Oaks' statement is a dividing line of sorts that attacks the centrality of the four
interconnected philosophies of government schooling. It neatly defines the struggle at hand. Either
the "bulwark of democracy" is government schooling or it is families; and this title cannot be
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mutually shared because coercion of the
family is the mechanism utilized to impose
government schooling.

This last point deserves brief emphasis. The
title "bulwark of democracy" can only be
claimed naturally and rightfully, not by
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Either the family is the
fundamental unit of society or
the fundamental unit is
something else.

coercion. It is folly to presume that
government schools and parents can ever be "partners in democracy." Compulsory government
school attendance laws, by their very coercive nature, preclude an equal relationship: a master and
his subjects are far from equal, let alone partners. Schools and parents can only be partners in the
future of children when their relationship is based on voluntary association and mutual agreement
over the task at hand.

If the state is the fundamental unit of society and government schooling is indeed the bulwark of
democracy, then a powerful case can be made to prohibit any exception to the rule of government
schools. But, if indeed, family is the fundamental unit of society and families are the real bulwarks
of democracy, then we need to rethink the box in which we have placed ourselves.

"Coercion Equals Freedom" and the "Public Good"

The irony of a free people (or at least a people who believe they are free) revering a coercive
education system is perhaps best expressed in this one question:

Does the survival of a free society require that its citizens be
"unfree" in at least one area, the area of education?

Many people of good will answer this central question with a resounding, no. For them, a free
society houses inherent and unavoidable risks. When friends and neighbors fail or when others
cannot provide for themselves, we are there to help. They view the ultimate requirement of a lasting
free society as each member being self-reliant and that each member encourage each other toward
that ideal.

Many people of good will answer this question in the affirmative. These people may feel that most
parents cannot be trusted with sole responsibility to ensure their children's education and that the
personal and societal stakes are simply too high to be left to the freedom of individuals and parents.

Government schooling is seen in this view,
arguably, as an antidote to poverty, crime,
civic apathy, social inequality, and a host of
other societal ills. Solutions to these
problems, it was thought, were too important
to leave up to the initiative and self-interest
of parents who were viewed as not
expressing sufficient interest in or value for
the education of their children.

What ideal outweighs freedom?
The answer is typically the
"public good." We often
characterize government
schooling as a "public good."
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So, what ideal outweighs freedom? What factor is so compelling as to coerce even the most self-
reliant of citizens to set aside their independence and voluntary sense of community for the
perceived higher moral call of government schooling?

The answer is typically the "public good."

The Context of "Public Good"
Within our Introduction to this report, if you might recall our first hypothetical scenario, the vast
majority of Utahns agreed that traditional welfare should apply to everyone, even self-reliant families.
And they did so for the best of reasons and with the very best of intentions. These same generous
public sentiments underlie the formation of government schooling. So much so, in fact, that we
often characterize government schooling as a "public good."

While economists have their diverse understandings of the term, our understanding of "public good"
is typically laced with more personal sentiments of sacrifice. In other words, we find ourselves
willing to give up something private (i.e., our children, time, money, resources, etc.) to benefit
something public. In this case, we are willing to support a government program of schooling for a
variety of higher idealized reasons. We want to do it because we recognize that we have a common
interest in making sure that our neighbors and their children are literate and trained and on their way
to become good and productive citizens. In our long-term self-interest, sometimes called the
"national interest," to protect our personal property and lives from the machinations of crooked
politicians, potential criminals, ill-informed neighbors, and dependent bums, we create a common
social interest to train all children in what it means to be a good and productive citizen. This is what
we typically mean when we say that government schooling is a "public good."

This concept of "public good" creates deep loyalties. We have great personal feelings for our fellow
man and sometimes, as with government schools, we take the dramatic step of forcing our ideals
onto others by law.

In the "old days," government schooling also served to complement a sense of community fostered in
strong families and active churches. There was something very comforting about a community
wherein everybody shared the same values, worked, played, and went to school together. No doubt
this longing still persists today.

Another arguable quality emanating from the long modern tradition of government schools is its
teachers. Teaching is viewed as a noble profession. More frequently than not, schoolteachers are
caring, loving, competent servants. Sadly, in government schools, they are given a thankless job
within an immovable institution. Parents often blame them, and often wrongfully, for their own
child's shortcomings leaving teachers frustrated, demoralized, and defensive. On the other hand,
teachers' unions, supposedly their friends, exploit and frighten good-hearted teachers for a variety of
onerous political purposes. Meanwhile, good and decent teachers are set adrift in a sea of
ingratitude. Perhaps this goodness in the hearts of many of its teachers is the only virtue keeping
government schools afloat today.

These are three examples of the "good" we might perceive that comes from government schooling.
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Perhaps there are more such examples to add to this list.
are subject to deep and obvious flaws of logic and law.

The "Public Good" Arguments
From Horace Mann to John Dewey to the
National Education Association and its state
affiliates, government schooling is revered
as a public good; perhaps the highest public
good. It is necessary, they say, because
education is vital to a free society so vital
to freedom, in fact, that we cannot afford any
freedom in education. If education is vital to
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Unfortunately, most suggested additions

Education is vital to a free
society - so vital to freedom, in
fact, that we cannot afford any
freedom in education?

lasting democracy, then certainly we are justified in requiring it of everyone. And if required of all,
it must be coerced upon all.

The "public good" argument comes in a variety of forms. Essentially, the argument rests upon three
pillars: 1) there are some things only government schools can do; 2) there are some things that we
trust only government schools to do; and 3) "providing public schools ranks at the very apex of the
function of a State." (Wisconsin v. Yoder, 1972)

Unfortunately for government school-only advocates, each pillar has within it a major deficiency.
Each point is flawed.

Consider the first point: there are some things only government schools can do; and we will assume
that by this we mean "positive" things. To flesh this out, push this claim in the form of statements
based on the strongest, most oft cited virtues of government schooling.

Only government schools can properly:

...educate children. Certainly this is patently false. Children are "properly" and, more importantly,
effectively educated in a variety of ways and settings outside of government schools.

...educate poor children. This is false. It may be argued that it is a good thing that a safety net
exists for poor children in government schools, but this point is without merit as an argument for
government exclusivity in light of many modern opportunities for poor children to attend private,
parochial, and even home schools. There are many ways to deliver welfare services without
government providing the services itself. Our food stamp program is a good example: the imperative
to help the poor does not mean that we open government grocery stores. Nobel Prize winning
economist Milton Friedman has written, "Assumption of responsibility by government for educating
all children does not require that schooling be delivered in government institutions."'2

...promote equality. This point implies that the generous sentiment of treating your neighbor as
yourself cannot be taught in the home or at church. Or perhaps there is some other meaning for
equality in government schools? In terms of human productivity and prosperity we know that
equality does not exist in our nation or anywhere in the world, let alone in government schools. In
fact, it could be strongly argued that the government school system promotes equality of only one
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thing: mediocrity. Within this reality, equality and excellence are mutually exclusive goals.

...ensure that common values are disseminated throughout society. The irony of this point is
that common values are the only values that do not have to be disseminated; that is why they are
seen as being common. This point usually refers to "common values" deemed official by some
authority and totally disregards the essential power and truth underlying former Justice Oaks'
statement concerning the importance of group diversity created by family autonomy.

...socialize children. There is a common belief among government school advocates that children
are only properly socialized outside of the home, away from the stifling influence of the family.
Typical of this mind set is a classic statement from the Encyclopedia Britannica (1974) under the
heading of "Education, Social Aspects of." It states,

Adolescent peer groups serve very real functions in society. They provide a way in which
children can learn to become independent of family authority. In modern society maturity is
equated with independence, with the ability to formulate one's own judgments, and with the
capacity to take independent action and live by the consequences of that action.

Peer groups provide children with experience of egalitarian relationships not possible in the
family. Through peer groups the child is exposed to the values and experiences of dozens of
other families, many of which may be greatly different than his own. Through these contacts
the child's horizons are broadened, his perceptions widened.

In order for peer groups to serve these important functions the child must get outside of the
family and interact freely with children of his own age. The school is ideal for this purpose.
Its corridors and classrooms, clubs and activities provide a natural setting for the young to
socialize.

In addition, schools provide an environment in which boy-girl relationships and understanding
may be developed. This mixing of the sexes in youth performs a valuable function in Western
society, in which the selection of mates is based largely on personal choice. Adolescence is a
time for testing relationships and forming standards of selection.

While laughable today in the face of long,
quantifiable experience regarding the Positive socialization happens
negative socialization that occurs in
government schools, it remains a common in the home or not at all.
opinion. What any impartial observer is
likely to find in the character of government
school children generally, left to the mercies of peer dependency, are manifestations of selfishness,
rudeness, inconsideration, jealousy, exclusion, and a pervasive culture of destructive conformity
unparalleled in society. That many public school children are absent any of these social handicaps is
simply a testament of virtuous counter-socialization at home the constant struggle of attentive
parents to undue each evening the negative effects of public school socialization learned throughout
the day. In other words, constructive, positive socialization happens in the home or not at all.

The second pillar of "public good" that there are some things that we trust only government
schools to do is a different creature to argue. This pillar is a matter of pure subjective sentiment
absent any real quantifiable evidence. That is, it is an opinion; just as good as any another and
carrying the moral significance of such. Defenses of this pillar are typically long on platitudes and
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short on particulars. Government schools somehow "safeguard democracy" in a fashion like no
other institution in America.

This argument, perhaps best stated in Amy Guttman's book, Democratic Education, is based on the
central idea that the freedom enjoyed through family autonomy and the competitive marketplace
cannot be trusted to educate children properly. In all fairness, she also argues that the state should
not be the sole arbiter of educational authority either. Ms. Guttman propounds a theory of
"democratic education" that is inclusive of shared authority:

A democratic state of education recognizes that educational authority must be shared among,
parents, citizens, and professional educators even though such sharing does not guarantee
that power will be wedded to knowledge, that parents can successfully pass their prejudices
on to their children, or that education will be neutral in competing conceptions of the good
life....

The broad distribution of educational authority among citizens, parents, and professional
educators supports the core value of democracy: conscious social reproduction in its most
inclusive form... A democratic state is therefore committed to allocating educational authority
in such a way as to provide its members with an education adequate to participating in
democratic politics, to choosing among (a limited range of) good lives, and to sharing in the
several sub-communities, such as families, that impart identity to the lives of its citizens.13

The author goes on to argue that the state must advocate two constraining principles
"nonrepression" and "nondiscrimination" to fill its mandate to "socially reproduce" itself.

But this is exactly the problem with her analysis: the state is the final authority. Parents, she writes,
"cannot be counted upon to equip their children with the intellectual skills necessary for rational
deliberation." In other words, parents that are deeply religious cannot be counted upon to teach their
children about the diversity and equality of life around them. Some parents will teach their children
to hate others based on race, for instance. Other parents will insulate their children from worldly
theories such as evolution. Such children cannot be counted upon to grow up to become mature,
rational, adults capable of functioning in a democracy. Only the state can ensure model citizens.

The "shared authority" model is specious.
Somebody or some entity has the final say.
It must always be so. The final authority
within this "democratic education" model is
the state John Dewey redux with a twist.

It is very difficult to fail when
failure is not allowed or is
defined out of existence.

Furthermore, its underlying assumption is
specious: parents cannot create rational citizens out of their children. Like the socialization
argument before, the truth is that only parents can create mature, rational adults and, in fact, do so in
spite of what governments teach children in factory schools.

This second pillar of the "public good" reasons that governmental judgment is superior and that
government itself is an almost perfect provider. At the heart of this sentiment is a desire among us
for security over freedom and the belief that the tests of time will be passed as long as all members
of society can be forced to obey the master plan. It is very difficult to fail when failure is not
allowed or is defined out of existence; this last point being most readily manifest in the continual
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effort to "dumb down" standards of performance.

The third and last pillar of government schooling asserts that the state has the primary responsibility
for educating America's children. Inevitably, the name of Thomas Jefferson is invoked. For
instance, "Establish the law for educating the common people. This it is the business of the state to
effect and on a general plan."

What government schooling advocates fail to distinguish within the words of Jefferson is his
distinction between education and schooling. Jefferson, like most of our founding fathers and
defenders of freedom throughout western civilization during that period, cherished education; he
even saw education as an essential virtue of a free people. He and the others did not, however,
believe in compulsory government schooling. In fact, it would be safe to argue that Jefferson would
be rightly appalled at modern government schooling.

The United States Supreme Court, in Wisconsin v. Yoder, went out of their way to address the real
sentiments of Jefferson on education,

When Thomas Jefferson emphasized the need for education as a bulwark of a free people
against tyranny, there is nothing to indicate he had in mind compulsory education through any
fixed age beyond a basic education. Indeed, Amish communities [defendants in this case that
opposed compulsory attendance laws] singularly parallel and reflect many of the virtues of
Jefferson's ideal of the "sturdy yeoman" who would form the basis of what he considered as
the ideal of a democratic society.

And in a footnote to this point the Court added,

While Jefferson recognized that education was essential to the welfare and liberty of the
people, he was reluctant to directly force instruction of children "in opposition to the will of
the parent."

To agree that the state has a vital role in
education is not the same thing as arguing
that the state must coerce all children into
government schools. A long and
distinguished legal history concurs with this
important distinction.

To agree that the state has a
vital role in education is not the
same thing as arguing that the
state must coerce all children
into government schools.

The "Essential Services" Argument
Another oft-used argument by government school advocates is the "essential services" comparison.
Education, they say, is every bit as essential to community life as a police or fire department. No
one complains, they continue, about paying their fair share for those services, even when they do not
personally use them. Neither is the public constantly bombarded with propaganda to privatize those
services.

Consider this argument in greater depth. A fire department exists to protect homes and businesses
against fire damage. It functions much like an insurance policy. Taxpayers pay into the system
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believing that they will receive adequate fire protection, when needed, but hoping (and praying) that
they will never need its services. In other words, taxpayers willingly and knowingly support a
service they hope never to utilize. Police departments are treated much the same way by taxpayers.
We are glad to have them around, but hope never to have need of them ourselves.

Likewise, taxpayers pay for government schools, but most of them use the system everyday, exactly
opposite of how everyone rarely uses fire and police services every day.

Pushing a little further, nearly every home in America is equipped with a water hose, water taps, and
even a fire extinguisher. When a small fire breaks out it is conceivable that a homeowner can
contain the fire himself. The large resources of the fire department are available only if needed.
Most homeowners also have the opportunity to protect their homes from criminals with a firearm or
some other weapon of choice. If the police are called after a failed attempt at crime, they usually are
called for the purpose of adding to or updating the database of criminal activity in that
neighborhood.

In both of these cases, these essential public
services are support systems to self-reliant Essential public services are
families. No rational person who could put support systems to self-reliant
out a fire or stop a criminal himself would
feel compelled first to call the fire or police families.
departments. In fact, any self-reliant citizen
who would rely wholly upon these services
rather than act himself would be seen as irresponsible. These essential service analogies do not
support the claims of government school advocates. They do, however, support a welfare model of
education: pay into the system generally on behalf of those who need to utilize the service and then
hope that you do not have to be one of them.

The Anatomy of a Political System
Before we can recommend specific courses of action to correct the well-intentioned, but mistaken,
journey down the path of coercive government schooling, a review must be attempted of the
structures created in Utah.

We established in the previous section that the existence of government schooling is mandated by the
Utah State Constitution and is to be provided under the direction of the state legislature. The state
legislature in turn regulates the activities of a state board of education, a state office of education,
and a state school superintendent. The legislature also authorizes the creation of local school
districts governed by a district superintendent, local school board, and a district office of education.

Education players in this system elected by the voice of the people include the state legislature and
local school boards. Members of the state school board are elected popularly but only after the
governor selects those candidates for the ballot. The state school board appoints the state
superintendent and local district superintendents are appointed by local school boards.

This infrastructure is coercively financed primarily through our state system of income and property
taxes. All Utah families with school-age children answer to the state for the education of their
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children (even those families granted exceptions) and, furthermore, the state currently holds out the
expectation that all school-age children (an arbitrary age set by the state) will attend government
schools unless certain state obligations are met in advance.

This means, in practical terms, that our government school system is a top-down government-run
program propagated by two basic tenets, compulsory attendance and universal access, maintained by
a closed financing system that penalizes self-reliant families, and run by a bureaucratic network of
state institutions generally unresponsive to parental concerns.

Any serious discussion of the political basis of government schooling must also include a brief
analysis of its power to compel compliance: compulsory attendance laws. Understanding the brief
history and nature of this coercive act is necessary to show how arbitrary such power is and how it
need not be imposed to allow true education reform.

Compulsory Attendance
The legal foundation of compulsory education, schooling, and attendance has its roots in the "Poor
Laws" of England circa the late 16th century. These statutes required that the poor and their children
be provided minimal maintenance and "apprenticeship" training to keep them from being an undue
burden on society. Given our nation's historical relationship with England, similar laws were
established in early America.

The first compulsory education law in America was enacted in 1642 in the colony of Massachusetts
Bay. This law required all parents to provide both trade skills and book learning for their children.
Parents were the sole agents for the education of their children. Parents failing to live up to these
obligations were fined and risked losing their children to other citizens that would provide properly
for them. The act was amended in 1648 to allow for the support of schools through local taxation.

In 1647 the governor of Massachusetts passed the nation's first compulsory schooling act, known as
"The Old Deluder Satan Act." Its enactment was "motivated by the fear of Satan who supposedly
used ignorance to keep people from knowledge of the Scriptures thereby damning the race." This
legislation provided other firsts: schooling, not just education, was compulsory and teachers were
appointed to community schools.

In explaining the creation of this compulsory school system, George Martin, an early historian of the
Massachusetts public school system, stated,

It is important to note here that the idea underlying all this legislation was neither
paternalistic nor socialistic. The child is to be educated, not to advance his personal
interests, but because the state will suffer if he is not educated. The state does not provide
schools to relieve the parent, nor because it can educate better than the parent can, but
because it can thereby better enforce the obligation which it imposes.14

Oddly enough, during this period of New England education, attendance was not compulsory.
Education was compulsory (i.e., parents were under obligation) and then schooling was compulsory
(i.e., local townships were under obligation). But attendance was not.

Only forty years later all compulsory laws were repealed in New England (the colonial South never
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implemented such laws) and remained so until the period preceding the American Revolution.

Several factors led to the reinstatement of compulsory education and schooling laws throughout the
post-Revolutionary 19th century. First, Americans challenged all notions of an aristocratic society
where only some people were worthy of education. Second, there was an increasing revolt against
theocratic rule, especially that of the Puritan era. Third, the huddled masses were pouring into the
New World and public sentiment was that these immigrants needed "Americanizing." Fourth, in the
post-Civil War years, it was felt that education was essential to protect democracy. Fifth, social
reformers saw education as a means to reduce crime, poverty, and illiteracy. And sixth, rapid
industrialization required more skilled and literate workers.

But, as authors Kotin and Aikman explain, there was great opposition to the breadth of these laws
that now included compulsory attendance,

There was bitter opposition to the compulsory nature of the laws. Many felt that such
legislation deprived parents of their inalienable right to control their children, and was an
unconstitutional infringement upon individual liberty guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment. Opponents also claimed that compulsory education laws were 'monarchical' and
that already powerful state governments were arrogating new powers. Claims that the laws
were 'un-American' and inimical to the spirit of free democratic institutions were raised.15

This same spirit of opposition to compulsory attendance laws has been expressed eloquently by the
United States Supreme Court, as previously noted, and by many organized proponents of educational
freedom and parental control.

Utah is no exception to this sentiment. Only statehood forced compulsory attendance on its citizens.
Prior to that time attendance was voluntary and left up to parents, even amidst the great Mormon
influence to seek all learning.

Utah State Code now requires all children
ages six through seventeen to be enrolled in,
or accountable to, government schools.
Most of these children are enrolled in
government schools, some are educated at
home, and even fewer are enrolled in private
schools. Other exceptions to compulsory
attendance exist, but government officials
determine all exceptions.

Utah State Code now requires
all children ages six through
seventeen to be enrolled in, or
accountable to, government
schools.

Utah's compulsory attendance laws (Utah State Code 53A-11-101, 102, 103) are statutory laws set by
the state legislature through the State Board of Education. That is, they are arbitrary. Similar laws
throughout the United States vary in age criteria and jurisdiction. For instance, Utah's first
compulsory attendance law applied to children ages eight to fourteen.

One increasingly important factor in determining the scope and breadth of compulsory attendance
laws is the growing welfare state. The movement toward cradle to grave state care pushes for ever-
declining age limits. The age ceiling of these laws is always seventeen because the legal definition of
a minor is any person under the age of eighteen. But there does not exist a legal age floor and there
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is always a chorus of supporters to lower the age for compulsory attendance from six, typically, to
three or four. This movement stems from a combination of pressures: academic opinions, welfare
policies, feminist philosophy encouraging mothers to leave the home and socio-economic factors.

For a school age minor to be excused from government school attendance in Utah parents must apply
for exemption to their local public school board. A school-age minor may be exempted from
compulsory attendance if:

the minor has already completed the work required for graduation from high school
the minor is taught at home according to the requirements of the state
the minor suffers from physical or mental conditions which would preclude attendance
the minor is a chronic discipline problem. Of course, school-age children may attend a
state-licensed private school at any time

Punishment for violating these laws, or "truancy," is a class B misdemeanor for the parent of a
truant.

State Financing
It should not be surprising that a coercive
system of schooling requires a coercive
system of financing to fund it. In Utah, all
personal and corporate income taxes, and
then some, finance government schools.

Again, this state system of financing was
created in large part to limit the influence of
the state's dominant religion in education at
the time of statehood. Article X, Section 9

A coercive system of schooling
requires a coercive system of
financing to fund it. There is
actually a disincentive for, or
barrier against, parents to be
self-reliant under the current
system.

of the state constitution reads, "Neither the
state of Utah nor its political subdivisions may make any appropriation for the direct support of any
school or educational institution controlled by any religious organization."

It also should not be surprising to note that a coercive system for all, giving rise to a coercive
financing scheme for all, would penalize some Utahns to benefit others. In this case, the collateral
effect of this exclusive system of financing education is the penalization of parents choosing
educational self-reliance. Self-reliant parents with school-age children pay income and perhaps
property taxes in support of government schools but they also pay, in addition, for their children's
private schooling, at home or not. There is actually a disincentive for, or barrier against, parents to be
self-reliant under the current system.

Education financial analyst Quentin L. Quade responds,

The prerequisite for thinking clearly about school funding policies is to see and acknowledge
that naturally and rightly we hold parents responsible for the all-around nurturing of their
children. And, with relatively few dysfunctional exceptions, parents of every kind want the
welfare of those children. While we want to make special provision for the welfare of the few
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children of dysfunctional or malevolent parents, it is a form of social insanity to design the
basic, comprehensive funding system as if all, or most, or even many parents were indifferent
to the child's welfare. Yet that is precisely what [the current system] does. It puts financial
obstacles between parents' love and responsibilities, on the one hand; and the rights and
capabilities of those parents, on the other. It imposes on them a severe financial penalty if
they want to choose the school they judge best for their sons and daughters. That is wrong, it
is unbalanced, and it is unnatural....

[The current system] is designed as if most parents, most of the time, do not want or are
unable to pursue their children's welfare. It is, thus, a general system shaped for the
aberrant. It is as if, instead of quarantining the few stricken, we quarantine all of those who
are well. That is the imbalance and irrationality of school funding's status quo.16

State Control vs. Local Control
As we look to solutions that can effectively transition Utah out of its current school problems, a brief
look at the relationship between state and local schooling bureaucracies is necessary.

Under the direction of the state legislature, the State Board of Education has "general control and
supervision of the state's public education system." (Utah State Code 53A-1-401) It is charged to
"establish rules and minimum standards" for government schools that include teacher certification
and qualifications for all government school personnel who provide direct student services, universal
access, compulsory attendance, competency levels, graduation requirements, discipline and control
of students, and health and safety requirements. The Board also handles all requirements for school
design, general education specifications, school sites, federal compliance, student transportation to
and from school, and auditing functions. (Utah State Code 53A-1-402) To accomplish all of these
services the Board has created a State Office of Education that employs nearly 40,000 government
workers, from teachers and bus drivers to administrators and janitors, to oversee that all services are
provided and goals met.

Board members are representatives from fifteen separate districts throughout the state. Each is first
appointed by the governor to be eligible for election and then elected popularly within a district (a
few at-large). In the selection of potential Board members, the governor appoints a nominating
committee within each district. One member of the nominating committee must also serve on a local
school board within that district, one must be employed as an administrator, one must be a public
school teacher, one must be a member of a parent association "that provides direct and ongoing
support to public schools," and three others may be selected from the public at large. This group of
seven persons then assembles a list of at least three but no more than five candidates for the governor
to choose from. The governor selects two among these in each district for popular election.

The mission of the Board is to "provide opportunities for each student to be literate and possess the
basic knowledge and life skills necessary to become a contributing citizen in today's society." The
tenth out of eleven "Belief Statements" is "meaningful and substantial parental involvement."

Within the framework of our top-down public education system it is very important to understand
that local school boards are wards of the state. Their authority is derived from the state legislature
and they are directly accountable to the State Board of Education, the state legislature's executive
arm.
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Local school boards are popularly elected entities created by state laws governing the creation of
local school districts. Under state law, local school district's boundaries are created by either county
government or municipal government, depending upon whether or not a local school district spans
more than one municipality. (Utah State Code 20A-14-201) Two or more school districts may merge
and consolidate into one school district with the consent of a majority of board members from the
districts involved and with the consent of the county or municipal authority.

A local board of education of a school district with a student population of up to 24,000 students
consists of five members. A district with more than 24,000 students may have up to seven members.
There exist few criteria for being an eligible board member. A member must be a registered voter in
the district from which they are elected and a member must maintain a primary residence in the same
district. The only personal qualification of a school board member is that he must take or sign a
constitutional oath of office.

Each local district is controlled by its local board of education and is independent of the county or
municipal government that determined district boundaries (but is not independent of the State
Board). Each local school board also appoints a district superintendent who serves as the board's
chief executive officer and who, in turn, administers a local district office. Also, each local school
board controls all school property within their district.

Notwithstanding this seeming autonomy of
local school boards to do all "things
necessary for the maintenance, prosperity,
and success of the schools and the promotion
of education," the State Board of Education
dictates control of state funds that pay for
most every cost as well as control over

All government schools, school
districts, and their local boards
are accountable to the State
Board.

minimum educational standards. In the end,
all government schools, school districts, and their local boards are accountable to the State Board
both in reporting annual finances and in reporting annual performance reports.

Charles J. Russo, associate professor of Policy and Urban Education at Fordham University,
summarizes succinctly this relationship between local school boards and the state,

A local school board is typically a quasi-municipal corporation, or political subdivision of the
state, created for the sole purpose of administering a public school district. An agent of the
state, a local board is responsible for carrying out the mandate entrusted to it by the state
legislature; it has no inherent authority apart from that vested in it by the legislature....
Members of a school board are state, not local, officials.17

Local Control vs. Parental Control
The final question remains: how do parents fit into this system? Specifically, what real control over
their children's education do parents have once they have chosen to place their children in
government schools?
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In answering these questions we should be
careful not to confuse input in the process
with control. For instance, a government
school parent can interface with their child's
teacher, either on the spur of the moment or
most usually during parent/teacher
conferences. Likewise, moving up the
system, a parent can meet with a school
principal, appear before and petition a local
school board, and petition the state school
board. A parent may also speak with or write to
matter of process that may or may not influence

Saving Education & Ourselves

We should be careful not to
confuse input in the process
with control. Once in the
system directly, parents have
negligible rights.

his elected state officials. These inputs are all a
the system.

Direct control is a different matter. In practical terms, all school-age children in Utah must conform
to the government school system or face the penalty of law. Of course even private schools are
licensed and regulated by the state and all home schooled children are required to register with, and
seek approval from, the state. The relationships with the state are relatively easy to understand.
More difficult to grasp is the right of parents in government schools to control the education of their
children.

Once in the system directly, parents have negligible rights. A parent may talk with a teacher,
principle, a local school board, and beyond to seek redress. But it is always the system component
that makes the final decision regarding its children, not the parent. The closest thing a parent has, as
a tool, to affect a government school child's education is a single vote cast in a ballot box in local
school board elections or for state representatives. This vital function of democracy does very little
for a parent concerned about the specific and immediate needs of his or her child.

The stark reality is that Utah's parents have little control over the education of their children placed
in the care of government schools, notwithstanding constitutional and statutory language endorsing
the fundamental constitutional rights of parents to that control.

Summary of the Political Basis of Public Education
In April 1983 the United States Department of Education issued a report titled "A Nation at Risk."
The report was a comprehensive and critical look at the state of education across the nation. The
introduction to this report contains the following sobering thoughts,

Our nation is at risk.... The educational foundations of our society are presently being eroded
by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a nation and a people. What
was unimaginable a generation ago has begun to occur others are matching and surpassing
our educational attainments.

If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America the mediocre educational
performance that exists today, we might well have viewed it as an act of war. As it stands, we
have allowed this to happen to ourselves. We have even squandered the gains in student
achievement made in the wake of the Sputnik challenge. Moreover, we have dismantled
essential support systems which helped make those gains possible. We have, in effect, been
committing an act of unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament.
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Our society and its educational institutions seem to have lost sight of the basic purposes of
schooling, and of the high expectations and disciplined effort needed to attain them.

The report then offers a startling analysis of the state of education in 1983,

Each generation of Americans has outstripped its parents in education, literacy, and in
economic attainment. For the first time in the history of our country, the educational skills of
one generation will not surpass, will not equal, will not even approach, those of their parents.

It is important, of course, to recognize that the average citizen today is better educated and
more knowledgeable than the average citizen of a generation ago more literate, and exposed
to more mathematics, literature, and science. The positive impact of this fact on the well-
being of our country and of our lives cannot be overstated. Nevertheless, the average
graduate of our schools and colleges today is not as well-educated as the average graduate of
25 or 35 years ago, when a much smaller proportion of our population completed high school
and college. The negative impact of this fact likewise cannot be overstated.

That analysis is 20 years old. Has government schooling improved? Or has it digressed?

Utah's government school system is a comprehensive, top-down, government run program. All
school-age children and their parents are forcibly accountable to the system. All citizens that pay
income and property taxes are also forcibly accountable to the system. The state arbitrarily creates,
amends, and dictates the mission of the system and regulates its administration. Parental input to the
system is available, but parental control is not allowed. The system is financed through forced tax
collections and state redistribution back to "local" school districts run by the state. Funds are also
tied to each school child (called the Weighted Pupil Unit, or WPU) thereby reinforcing compulsory
attendance laws (i.e., a school district receives funding per child pressuring attendance). Classroom
instruction is dictated by the state.

Change within this current system can come about only one of two ways: politically or
administratively. Either way, there are great incentives to maintain and bloat the status quo. There
are few incentives to change the system's basic structure. Changes through political processes are
fraught with the perils of partisan politics leaving our children as political pawns. Employees in the
system are reticent to force significant change due to the high risk of retribution from bureaucratic
administrators that do not want to lose power or radically alter their behavior. Meanwhile, parents,
looking in from outside of the system, are helpless to change things one whit.

This description of Utah's government school system presents the folly of departing from the more
traditional role of government involvement in education. This system is driven by coercion,
sustained by unaccountability, and protected by the potential threat of systemic or administrative
retribution and tyranny. This system is publicly shrouded and defended with the pretense of some
higher "morality," as though freedom and prosperity would end in America without the status quo
system.
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Conclusion
The real measurement of the state's
1 interest in education should be the extent

to which the state assists parents to become
self-reliant and take control of their
children's education. The state interest
should not be determined by how many
school-age children it holds captive each
year nor by how much money it can siphon
from the pockets of taxpayers.

Government school-only advocates proclaim
the morality associated with the current
system. They say it is the only way to ensure
equal opportunity, equal access and equal
relief in education. They also say, as did their recent forebears before them who created this system,
that a coercive system is needed to promote democracy and our future freedoms.

Saving Education & Ourselves

The real measurement of the
state's interest in education
should be the extent to which
the state assists parents to
become self-reliant and take
control of their children's
education.

This advocacy appears disingenuous, or perhaps ignorant: a coercive system that produces freedom?
This Rousseauian slight of logic seems as sincere as a slavemaster convincing a slave that he is better
off in slavery. While freedom can certainly beget slavery (through a series of wrong personal and
public choices), slavery can never beget freedom.

There is ample evidentiary research and circumstantial knowledge that many children are taught well
outside of government schools. The fact that many parents successfully teach their children at home
proves definitively that families can be self-reliant in education. The fact that they do so even against
all odds placed on them by the state makes this evidence indisputable. Families can be self-reliant in
education.

The existence of private schools, personal tutors, and professional mentors show beyond reasonable
doubt that help exists for parents that need help educating their children. Again, private assistance
received in spite of state obstacles.

Solutions to saving our government school system, in its more traditional role, wherein it can support
the lives of families who might depend on it, preclude treating it like a business and imposing
business-like reforms on it. Every organization can be managed better. But management is not the
central problem of government schools. Its basic problem is that it has assumed a role for which it
may have evolved over time, but for which it never can fulfill. Public education is a government
program. It is not a business, nor is it a way of life. It cannot be fixed by "market forces" in its
current monopolistic and compulsory operation, nor can it be justified by the breadth of its reach. It
is government, plain and simple. It works best when it is limited and after all other private resources
have been exhausted.

If Utahns truly believe that the family is the fundamental unit of society, then they ought to enshrine
the autonomy, group diversity, and self-reliance of families in all aspects of their lives, even in
education. It can be done. It is currently being done by courageous parents who make significant
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sacrifices in order to assume their moral and legal responsibility to control the education of their
children.

Contrary to speculations from foes of
freedom in education, no child need be left
behind in an educational system that respects
parental control, relies first on private
resources when help is needed, and calls on
government to help when all else fails.
When parents are expected to be responsible,
and government officials restrain
themselves, the fruits of strong families and
educational success will be abundantly
manifest.

Public education is a
government program. It is not
a business, nor is it a way of
life. It is government, plain and
simple. It works best when it is
limited.

The Dark Alternative to Change

Two things are certain to occur if the status quo is perpetuated. First, in the short term, public
controversy and contention will escalate as factions within and without the system clash against one
another. Children will continue to be pawns and victims in these political intrigues. Second, in the
longer term, educational "freedom" will be thrust upon us eventually, whether we like it or not, when
the current system collapses from the weight of its own incompetentcies, inefficiencies, over
reaching, coercive constraints, and immoralities. Only then, at that point not far distant, educational
freedom will exact a much higher price on the lives of families who will be wholly unprepared to live
and accept it.

Change is possible. Actually, change is inevitable. The question is whether change will occur
thoughtfully and deliberately or through chaos, confusion, and the brute force of circumstances
beyond our control.
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A Blueprint for Change
How do we get from where we are to where we propose to be? In other words, how do we
transition from our government schooling monolith, wherein even self-reliant families burden

its system, to a system of education that cherishes and encourages family autonomy and diversity
while providing effective community learning assistance for those families in need?

This section of our report provides a general blueprint for making such a transition. Each of the
policy recommendations herein effects statutory law, not the state constitution. Each
recommendation can be implemented by the Utah State legislature and with the governor's signature.

Our Operational Premise

The welfare model we are proposing creates at least two categories of education families: 1) those
families that can provide, personally or financially, their children's education, and 2) those families
that cannot now provide, personally or financially, their children's education. The first group of
families we refer to as self-reliant in education. The second group of families we refer to as
dependent, or in need of community learning assistance.

Other educational family types will necessarily exist in a system without compulsory identities. For
instance, some otherwise self-reliant families might choose to remain dependent on community
learning assistance. We strongly recommend no mandatory or formulaic assignment of families.
That is, no law should mandate what families and when those families can burden the system. We
should allow only the force of community culture to encourage families to work toward and become
self-reliant in education. The doors of educational freedom should swing freely between self-
reliance and dependency with society always encouraging families to become self-reliant in
education.

Statutory language, such as the following, would begin to create a new culture of educational
freedom for parents and establish a firm guidepost for future reform:

"It is the public policy of this state that self-reliant families in education are to be encouraged; that
those families that can provide, personally or financially, for their children's education should and
are expected to; that those same families should not unnecessarily burden state and local
governments.

"It is also the public policy of this state that our government school system exists for dependent
families in education and that those families shall receive community learning assistance as
needed."

Addressing a Few Misconceptions

Before beginning our recommendations we should also address briefly a few misconceptions that
may or may not be deliberately spread by some government school advocates about real education
reform.
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Misconception #1
"Without government coercion, education will cease."

This popular misconception underlies much of the propaganda in support of coercive government
schooling. The truth is that Utahns love education. In many respects Utahns hold education sacred
as a religious ideal. To suggest that such commitment will vanish without force or coercion is to
suggest that there really is no commitment to education.

Misconception #2
"Without government schools, teachers will vanish."

Our plan keeps government schools intact, even if reformed. As for the prospects of teachers,
everyone is a teacher and education is lifelong. Far from becoming a vanishing population, the
profession of teaching will add to its ranks by leaps and bounds under our plan. Teachers, even
current government schoolteachers, are more than a "certificate." They are typically caring people
who enjoy assisting others to learn. They will continue to do so, and more effectively. Under our
plan, they will be joined with equal commitment by parents, extended family members, neighbors,
the business community and other mentors. This is the communal spirit of education generally
sought for in society.

Misconception #3
"Poor children will be left behind."

There are several offensive sentiments
behind this false claim. First is the subtle
but insidious assumption (perhaps racist or
steeped in class bigotry) that children from
poor families cannot learn without "rich
kids" sitting next to them. This "busing
mentality" has been destroying the
educational esteem of poor children and their

To suggest that poor children
learn any differently than rich
children is pure unquantifiable
nonsense.

families for decades. To suggest that poor
children learn any differently than rich children is pure unquantifiable nonsense.

If the question surrounding the achievement of children from poor families revolves around school
funding, then our plan solves that problem. The entire and singular purpose of our new government
schooling plan is to support those families that need community learning assistance; unlike our
current system that is burdened with self-reliant families as well.

Misconception #4
"Parents are incapable of teaching their own children."

Even communists at the turn of the century, establishing the Russiari Revolution, did not subscribe to
this view. In fact, they believed quite the opposite, which is why they established a coercive
government school system (i.e., "free education") to teach children in accordance with the state
interest unaffected by parental autonomy and diversity.

Are parents smart enough? Consider this dilemma, if parents are not smart enough to control the
education of their children, and then turn this control over to elected officials, then who is to say
those same parents are smart enough to elect those people to whom they delegate control?
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All parents that love their children are capable of controlling the education of their own children and
whatever inadequacies may exist in a parent can be compensated for by familial and/or community
assistance.

Misconception #5:
"Parents lack the resources to teach their own children."

In our day and age of technological advances and general prosperity there are no legitimate grounds
to argue that parents lack the resources to teach their children. Parents that choose to teach their
children at home can access their public library, book stores (new and used), the Internet, entire
networks of home education resources nationwide, extended family members, friends and neighbors
who will assist and help mentor parents. For parents who choose private schools, there are all types
and degrees of assistance as well as the continuing government school system for parents that need
community learning assistance.

Misconception #6
"Without a coercive system of government schooling,

no one will be held accountable."
Accountable to whom and to what? This is
one of the strongest points in favor of family
autonomy and diversity. Self-reliant
families in education, and all those parents
that share in this spirit and ideal, are
accountable to themselves. A culture of true
education requires society to judge all
parents fit in providing for their children,
unless proven unfit. We must trust parents.
Parents are, by far, the most likely human
beings in society to care about, and to
provide for, the needs of their children and
accountability should rest with them and them alone.

If parents are not smart enough
to control the education of their
children, then who is to say
those same parents are smart
enough to elect those people to
whom they delegate control?

The current "factory" model of government schooling pushes for "standardization" and
accountability to the state. In return, the system produces mediocrity for standardization and, in
excuse, the politics of blame.

Misconception #7
"We can solve our education problems without real reform."

No we can't.
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There is No Need to Fear or Despair

Lastly, the message of this report is also a message of hope for all parents who love their children
deeply. From the poorest families to the richest there is hope. Parents are not alone or isolated, but
live in a large community that prides itself in volunteerism and caring for those in need.

Parents can love their children. Parents can get along with their children and lead them effectively.
Parents can rear good and decent children into good and decent adults. Parents can educate bright
and intelligent children. But it will take selfless sacrifice and determination to do so.

Society can only effectively assist parents when needed. To shift entirely these parental
responsibilities to society is to suffer the problems we have today. It may be easier and more
convenient to shift these burdens to others in the short term, but the long term result is the collective
failure of society.

The following recommendations are purposefully broad. We present them in this manner with the
realization that all true reform requires the input of all parties throughout society. Success requires
you, the reader, to accept the right, challenge, and responsibility to educate your children.

Utahns, by and large, are an industrious people. They have proved historically that they can
overcome major challenges. They need not fear change.

The future of Utah can truly be bright but only as citizens fully realize the seriousness of our
current circumstances and muster the personal resolve to make appropriate course corrections.
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Our Recommendations
The recommendations in this report are emphasized by two components. The first component
(recommendations la, lb, 2, and 3) establishes a legal environment wherein self-reliant families

will be encouraged. The second component (recommendations 4, 5a, 5b, 6, and 7) establishes a new
order for delivering community learning assistance.

We begin with two recommendations that are largely sentimental. They can be reflected in our laws,
but ultimately, all of the specific policy recommendations we are proposing will be powerless if we
fail to accept these two sentiments.

la. Family is the Fundamental Unit of Society
Utahns must fully accept and embrace the
idea that family is the fundamental unit of
society. While this view is frequently
expressed, certainly it is not evidenced
within the confines of the current
government school system.

Utahns must fully accept and
embrace the idea that family is
the fundamental unit of society.

To the contrary, in practice, Utahns support this coercive institution and by their actions imply that
the state is the fundamental unit of society. Every moral argument in support of coercive
government schooling rests upon the presumption that our obligations to the state are more important
than our obligations to our children and families. In essence, Utahns attempt to hold two
diametrically opposing views by supposing coercive government schooling is essential to the survival
of this nation; and that, absent "public education," freedom and democracy would collapse.

Either Utahns uphold the family as the fundamental unit of society in regard to education or they
uphold the state in the same light. The coercive nature of the state requires that a choice be made.
Are parents or government the primary caretaker of children? Do we educate children for the
purposes of the state or for the personal and familial benefit of the individual?

To choose both parents and government, in some kind of civil balancing act, is to doom society to an
endless cycle of conflict and decision making by divisive, brute political force. A broad, coercive
government schooling system cannot, by its very nature, long serve both masters. Only absent
coercion can a government school system, limited to a desired role and function of community
learning assistance for those in need, potentially serve both.

The current system of coercive government
schooling does not enshrine the family as the
fundamental unit of society. The current
system substitutes state for family.

The current system substitutes
state for family.

We stress this point because the institution of the family is just as important as the role of the family
in society. When the state, through coercive government schooling or any other program, displaces
or replaces the traditional functions of families (i.e., rearing children, feeding them, teaching them
values, educating them, even providing for them, etc.), it helps to destroy essential allegiances and
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loyalties among family members. For instance, one crucial aspect of problems between youth and
their parents today is that youth are torn between the influence of mom and dad versus the more
exciting influences of the world into which mom and dad send them each day. Under these
competitive circumstances, and within this context of conflicting loyalties, no one should be
surprised that children choose peers and outside surroundings to home life, especially as society's
institutions increasingly reject traditional parental values.

Today, with the ever-expanding paternalistic roles of society's institutions, government schooling is
just one more "brick in the wall" between parents and their children. The strait and narrow path out
of this social dilemma is to re-enshrine the paramount importance of the family as the fundamental
unit of society.

lb. Parents Must Assume Full and
Direct Responsibility for the Education of Their Children

The second sentiment that must be accepted before real education reform can occur is that parents
must assume full and direct responsibility for the education of their children.

To assume full and direct responsibility is to be, or strive to become, self-reliant as a family in the
education of your children. That is, put over-simplistically, parents alone are responsible for their
children in all ways. This responsibility never vanishes from the role of a parent even when others
are around to assist in this process when needed.

Concerning its relevance to our current
situation, this point means clearly that What good is the act of responsibility
where this responsibility exists so too without a complementary right of
does its reciprocal right. What good is
the act of responsibility without a responsibility?
complementary right of responsibility?
The coercive nature of the current
government schooling system robs self-reliant families of this right and essentially throws buckets of
cold water on this parental responsibility.

A whole community of family, friends, and neighbors exists to assist those parents who need help in
assuming and maintaining this responsibility. Citizens can even gather under the imprimatur of
society to create a "public interest" in helping these struggling families (i.e., we can create a
government school system). But to coercively tie all families to government schools in the name of
the public interest is to throw the baby out with the bath water. To do so destroys a vital right and an
essential responsibility for parents.

2. Amend statutory law regarding compulsory
attendance at government schools

This reform would recognize the essential good of self-reliant families in education, encourage self-
reliant families to unburden the government school system, and better reflect the state constitution's
mission and purpose for education in Utah.
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Currently, all school-age minors and their families in the state answer to the government school
system. Certain children may be excused from attendance by the local board of education for
various reasons, including certain employment arrangements for minors over 16, private schooling,
home schooling, adequate completion of high school graduation requirements, certain mental
conditions, and extreme disciplinary problems.

Parents who seek their children to be excused must provide "evidence of reasons" for granting an
exemption that "must be sufficient to satisfy the local board." (Utah State Code 53A-11-102-2.) Parents
who wish to avoid government schooling must first apply for an exemption, which includes filling out
a special application annually. This application must be submitted to the local school board that
makes the final determination as to whether the child should be forced to attend government school
or not.

For "delinquent" parents, truancy laws are in place to punish the parents with fines and even prison
sentences. (See, for example, 53A-11-101, "Responsibility for minor required to attend schoolPenalty for
violation," or 53A-11-103, "Duties of boards of education in resolving child's attendance problemsParental
involvementIssuance of truancy citationsProcedure for contesting citationsLiability not imposed.")

As outlined in previous sections, in a free society where parents have the right to raise their children
essentially as they see fit, it is unwarranted to force all parents to send their children, or answer, to
government schools. Particularly in Utah, parents value education highly and should have the right
to choose education for their children freely.

This reform will help to reinvigorate parents with the realization that they are moral agents and are
ultimately responsible for the education of their children. It will also help to reinvigorate neighbors,
private charitable organizations, and communities to look out for one another on a more personal and
proactive level.

We must distinguish between self-reliant families and families in need of community learning
assistance. We must also distinguish, as does our state constitution, between government schooling
and all other forms of schooling. Compulsory attendance statutes should be amended to isolate and
apply only, if at all, to families with children in government schools. Even then, such statutes should
allow free movement of families in and out of government schools.

All families with school age children should have their eyes fixed on self-reliance in education.
Some families will not achieve this ideal immediately; some families, understandably, will never
achieve it. The government school door must be free to swing both ways in accommodating the
individual needs of families.

Lastly, government schools should be allowed to adjust their compulsory attendance regulations to
accommodate families on traditional welfare to meet any compliance standards necessary to maintain
state objectives for the poor among us.

3. Reconfigure state school financing and our state income structure
This reform reconfigures state school financing by adjusting state income taxes. Under our proposed
system, we would no longer penalize self-reliant families in education or families without school age
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children. Certain households falling underneath a specific income limit would pay a low, minimum
income tax. Families with school age children with income above a specific limit, and utilizing
government schools, would pay state income taxes at a higher rate. All state income tax deductions,
exemptions, and credits would be repealed.

We recommend an upper- and lower-tier system of 1 percent/3 percent and 7 percent/9 percent.

One hundred percent of state income taxes go directly to the Uniform School Trust Fund. The state
income tax is, therefore, the state government schooling tax. State income taxpayers include
families with children in government schools, self-reliant families in education, households with no
school age children, and corporations. The "no pay" exemption, along with lower tax rates, are set
so low that virtually all state income taxpayers pay at the same tax rate. Exemptions, deductions,
and credits apply thereby reducing tax burdens.

Simply put, our current income tax penalizes
educationally self-reliant families and
rewards dependence. This reform would
help mitigate these effects.

We understand, and are not naïve enough to
assume, that some families that could easily
be self-reliant might continue to take

Our current income tax
penalizes educationally self-
reliant families and rewards
dependence.

advantage of the potentially lower cost of
placing their children in government schools rather than sacrificing to become self-reliant in
education. Again, aside from higher tax payments, we do not recommend coercion as a corrective.
Instead, we choose to rely on a new community culture of education (as well as a new tax structure)
to encourage such families to not burden our government school system. Government formulas and
eligibility requirements have hamstrung our traditional welfare system; we do not need to replicate
that obstacle with respect to community learning assistance. Let the doors of government schooling
move freely.

New tax rates need to recognize self-reliant families in education and all others. We recommend an
upper- and lower-tier personal income tax structure:

1 percent for all families with adjusted gross incomes less than $25,000.00
3 percent for self-reliant families and households without school age children
7 percent for dependent families with adjusted gross incomes over $25,000.00
9 percent for dependent families with adjusted gross incomes over $75,000.00

These rates are suggested and, using current personal income figures, would produce around $2
billion in revenue. We offer these rates as a working model and starting point to begin a public
dialogue.
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4. Convert all government K-12 schools into
autonomous "neighborhood" schools.

This sweeping reform would shift all operational decisions, including policies, spending, staffing,
and curriculum, from the state and districts to individual schools. Each government school would be
governed by a school community council (i.e., school board) controlled by neighborhood residents.
The principal would be the CEO of the school.

Using the label of "community learning assistance," we suggest the acronym of CLASS to replace
the misused expression of "public education," as in "the new CLASS program."

While the law provides for governing bodies
at the school level, it gives no actual
decision-making power to these bodies.
Instead, the Utah State Legislature, the Utah
State School Board, the Utah State Office of
Education, local district boards and local
district offices, typically in that order, set the
policies that govern operational decisions.
Individual school principals carry out these
policies, making a handful of operational
decisions for themselves.

History teaches us that a
plurality of locally controlled
neighborhood schools will
produce a healthy and diverse
population.

As the government school system has grown over the past century, it has become less and less
accountable for its successes and failures, and as a result has become increasingly bureaucratic and
unresponsive to the needs and desires of teachers, parents, and children. The system's top-down
structure is largely responsible for this condition as the politicians and bureaucrats responsible for
schools' operational decisions are insulated from public accountability.

In addition, as the scope of government schooling has moved beyond reading, writing, and
arithmetic, the system has tacitly expanded it parens patria role, involving itself in decisions of child-
rearing that also rightfully belong solely to parents. In response, parents have become less self-
reliant, relying instead on the wisdom of education experts to make sure their children are properly
"socialized."

Re-establishing control of government education at the school level, as was common in the 19th
century, will solve many of the concerns people have today. It will restore accountability to schools
by requiring communities to monitor their performance, improving educational quality and safety. It
will renew the interest of parents in the school life of their children and communities, as they have a
more direct voice in the decisions of the school than they did via district school boards and the state
legislature. It will save money and untold political and administrative energy that currently flows into
mammoth bureaucracies instead of the schools.

Critics may raise the specter of provincialism when parents and the local community assume more
control over children's education, arguing that if local forces decide what children will learn, they
will become narrow-minded, unsophisticated adults. Our existing system, however, can hardly claim
to produce even a majority of cosmopolitan, self-reliant, and democratically responsible adults. In
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reality, history teaches us that a plurality of locally controlled neighborhood schools will produce a
healthy and diverse population. The unifying character behind these schools will be committed
parents and educators, whose esteem of education will remain unchanged.

Converting current government schools into autonomous neighborhood schools will involve several
changes, legislatively and administratively, not the least of which are:

1) A new role of limited state oversight.
2) Abolish district structures. Autonomous, neighborhood schools should be able to make

their own corporate decisions. As long as these schools are tied to district and state
decisions about how they conduct their day-to-day operations, they will never achieve the
autonomy needed to excel in education.

3) Restructure funding streams. Education funds must flow directly to the local school and
the direct funding of school districts (based on the WPU) must be eliminated.

4) Reconsider class (K-12) structures. There is no heavenly mandate that dictates that school
children must be segregated by class or age. We recommend classes targeted at the ability
and academic maturity of students; a decision mutually agreed upon by parents, teachers,
and the principal. Younger and older students will mutually benefit experientially by such
mixing. Furthermore, opportunities for work and service by older students among
younger students will build community and help to tear down peer dependencies
promulgated by age segregation.

5) Rethink building usage. Non-age segregated classes open up all sorts of creative
possibilities for existing school buildings and the thinking that might go into future
buildings. At the very least, these recommendations would lead neighborhoods to
reconsider building usage. Gigantic high schools, potentially most effected by these
recommendations, might be put to better use to serve the community in more diverse
ways.

6) Establish independent extracurricular associations to govern inter-school and crossover
educational opportunities.

7) Determine new neighborhood school boundaries.

Each of these recommendations, and many others potentially, are essential to decentralizing our
current system and empowering parents and neighborhoods to invest intimately in the future of
government schooling.

5a. Reformulate the jurisdiction and duties
of the Utah State Board of Education

This reform would dramatically diminish the role and impact of the State Board of Education over
local schools, school officials, parents, and communities. The new state board would become an
executive auditor of school financial habits, would collect information on individual (K-12)
government school performances, and provide oversight of new neighborhood school boundaries.

The State Board of Education currently oversees and manages local schools. It has been tasked with
numerous assignments, such as:
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Defining curriculum standards.
Qualifying, certifying, and otherwise evaluating educators and ancillary personnel who
provide direct student services.
Overseeing requirements for attendance, competency levels, graduation requirements,
discipline, and school accreditation.
Governing alternative and pilot programs, curriculum and instruction requirements,
school libraries, and services to disabled persons.
Overseeing state reimbursed bus routes, safety, and operational requirement, and other
transportation needs.
Evaluating school productivity and cost effectiveness, to include federal programs, school
budget formats, and financial, statistical, and student accounting requirements.

Years ago, the Utah State legislature oversaw government education and was constitutionally
empowered to both establish and maintain government schools (Art. X, Sect. 1). Another entity, the
State Board of Education, was later established for "general control and supervision of the public
education system... established and elected as provided by statute." This board appointed "a State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, who shall be the executive officer of the board" (Art. X, Sect. 3).

Historically, the state board approved decisions made by other government entities and even
established policies of its own. The state board theoretically gave parents a small semblance of input
over government education as board members were directly elected.

State election code was revised in recent years and now reads (Utah State Code 20A-14-104): "Each
individual who wishes to become a candidate for the State Board of Education shall submit a written
request for consideration to the nominating committee." Further, "...the Governor shall appoint a
nominating committee [in each State Board district] consisting of seven members..."

These nominating committees select three to five names from among all citizens who apply. These
names are then submitted to the governor, who selects two of the names to appear on the general
election ballot. Board members are, for all intents and purposes, appointed by the governor. One of
his appointments is guaranteed ratification in a general election.

Problems of the current system include the fact that the state board is only accountable (in shadow
fashion) to the governor. The governor can duck behind the decisions of the state school board by
arguing that the people have spoken in a "direct election." The legislature can hide behind their
constitutional obligation to oversee government education by passing the buck to the governor. And
the school board can ignore the people because the governor conveniently pre-selects them.

In violation of the spirit of the Utah Constitution, the school board has become an arm of the
executive branch, has largely usurped the legislative oversight responsibility for government
education in general, and lords over the local schools and communities in particular.

Local schools and communities must have the power to decide their own destinies. Forcing top-
down methodologies, philosophies, and management directives on a school is a root cause of parental
demoralization and disillusionment with the entire process. Neighborhood communities are perfectly
capable of making decisions on appropriate hiring and firing, building and property needs, optimum
class size with available resources, curriculum and programs, behavior of students and personnel,
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transportation, technology, and student advancement requirements up to high school graduation.

Most of the statute regarding the State Board of Education needs to be stricken and relevant language
needs to be more narrowly defined.

In addition, this new, limited state school board should be appointed by the state legislature rather
than the governor as the Utah Constitution originally intended for the legislature to be accountable
for the overall governance and monitoring of government schooling. This approach also makes more
sense because individual legislators are geographically closer to parents than is the statewide office of
Governor.

5b. Restructure and limit the relevant functions
of the Utah State Office of Education.

This reform would dramatically diminish the role and impact of the State Office of Education over
local schools, school officials, parents, and communities. The new State Board would assist the State
Board of Education in conducting audits of school financial habits and in collecting information on
individual (K-12) government school performances.

Currently, the State Office is not adequately addressed in state statute and is a confusing animal
theoretically operating as an implementation arm of both the State Board of Education and the state
legislature. The former entity, however, exercises the greatest control and daily management.

Local control and autonomy cannot be achieved so long as the State Office of Education is
empowered by the State Board to place burdensome mandates on schools.

In accordance with its new focus, entire departments within the State Office would be largely, if not
completely, eliminated.

6. Decline federal funds for education.

This reform would free Utah to govern its
schools as it alone sees fit and would wean
the state and local schools off of addictive
and counterproductive federal monies and
mandates. It would establish a new
educational spirit that Utahns take care of
their own if we are calling on families to
be self-reliant in education, then we should
expect the same from our governmental
institutions.

Utah is under no obligation to
accept funds from the U.S.
Department of Education and
other federal entities.

Utah is under no obligation to accept funds from the U.S. Department of Education and other federal
entities. Current fiscal year revenue amounts to less than one tenth of our entire government school
budget (or approximately $200 million). Nearly all of these federal funds are used to implement
federal programs such as school lunch and special needs students (and now the No Child Left Behind
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Act) programs that Utahns can provide for our own children in government schools if desired.

Local schools cannot be considered autonomous if burdened with federal mandates and red tape. To
preserve local autonomy, a law should be enacted to prohibit any government school in Utah from
accepting federal funds for education.

7. Create an independent commission of businessmen
to detail and implement this new approach

The state legislature should create and appoint an independent commission of businessmen to
transition this plan into reality. Businessmen, especially small businessmen, are typically problems
solvers and can ferret out extraneous and irrelevant nonsense rather quickly. We cannot stress
enough the independent nature of this commission both in not being subject to partisan influences
(i.e., state employees, teachers unions, parent-teacher associations, etc.) and in the integrity of its
composition (i.e., small businessmen that do not have a stake in state contracts or that benefit
exclusively from state regulations).

While this independent commission should be open to all outside voices, their single mission is clear:
implement this plan.
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Recommendations Summary
To implement this plan successfully will require moral and political courage (perhaps the plan's
biggest weakness). A legal environment must be established wherein self-reliant families will be

encouraged and a new order must likewise be established for delivering community learning
assistance. This is the "answer" to many of the problems of public education. This is also part of
the answer to many other social problems that families face today.

We have little response ultimately to offer
naysayers. If, after reading this report in its
entirety, someone remains adamantly
supportive of government schools as usual,
then there is not much that can be said in
reply. People of goodwill will understand the
purpose of this plan and will find it
engaging.

People of goodwill will
understand the purpose of this
plan and will find it engaging.

Neither can we do anything in response to personal sentiments of nostalgia that might lead some
people to long for the schools they once knew but can no longer afford, financially, culturally, and
politically.

Implementation of this plan, and the recommendations herein, will save our schools and ourselves in
education. With the right incentives and public pressure, we could easily see an initial movement of
over 100,000 children back into the control of self-reliant families thereby dramatically decreasing
the burden on our government school system. We could also easily see education budget surpluses
under our new financing scheme. It is all a matter of choice, courage, and determination.
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